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aburab Etwateng
VOL. XVIII. NO. 197.

CHICAGO BANKERS
SEEK DEFAULTER

PADUCAH. KY., TUESDAY EVENING. AUGUST 14. 1906.

By the conseat of the people
or Paducah, The Sun has the
largest circulation In the city
and county.
The average for
July was 41011 a day.

Offer Reward for Capture of
Stenstand.

RESUME TRAFFIC NO ENGINE DRIVER
TO CONEY ISLAND IS YET APPOINTED

10 CENTS VElt WEEK

Unisteded weather edit' probably uccaelosuil light PAIUNer.,
night or Wedue.4day. The high...a temperature
yeeterday
aim 5.1 and the luweat reached today vias 78.

Threats Prevail to Overcome Until He is the New Engine is
Not Available.
Company's Deliberation.

OLLIE JAMES AND HIS ENGLISH SUIT
Visit Paducah in Search ot
Holie.it opinions.

MEN SHY OF MATRIMONY CLUB Traveling
NARROW ICAl'APE,
Maneger Sams Dosib'e Fares Are Up- Engine Returned to Department and
Over the Mistily' Asikbes
Five Thousand Dollen+ Price ea Head
Ni-arty Ready pie Atatee
held by Supseme Court- Boner.
About Hie Chaurea to Hr
id Defaulting Preeklent-dbn
Too Few Attend SC Louis Plink to
lialaryclard Who Tried to Break Into
her',Its'.
ens'III Hand.
Governor,
Thinks Him Dead.
Woo the Fair Guetthe
*owe (Woes to Death.
A

St Louis, August 14
Too many
A KREI4T. PULIt'lt: POWERS ARE REFUSED pretty girls: too few men, This is the HE: MADE .NO 'ANNOUNCEMENT.
explanation of the failure of the
Matrimonial club's first picnic, given
yesterday evening at Maple Grove.
No driver has yet been provided
011ie James, lookieg oh, so AmeriNew York. Aug. 14 -Frightened by
There were hundreds of pretty girls
can, is at suit of clothe% that is oh, so
threats front the civic bodice, that son- for the engine installed In the Fourth
on hand, but only about one man tot
Duelist, mod "a tem) vest. of New
less full tosuutption of, traffic on CO- and Elizabeth street engine house..
every five girls. The disadvantage* of
York cut, that fairly screamed to evney !eland lines is dammed, a moie- and until the general council makes
such a situation soon were apparent.
eryone it met that it was to ing to hide
ment will be made to have ths charter provision, the board of police and
The boys present made the best of
a Kentuckian. arrived in Padutsh later
&alienist, the company this morning fire commissioners are unable tomak•
It and con lucted themselves gallantMonday night, and spent :this morning
reetinied service. Persons not payiug the appointment. The engine will be
ly, but by 10 o'clock they were callgripping the hands of prominent Deistwo fares were eaected by AnsPre- la readiness for use in a week, and
ing for help. Next Saturday it is pupm-rats, looking them straight in the
to " General Manager Caill wood the horses and engineer are on duty
ed there will be • greater number of
eyes, and repeating
Last week during the cold water
mays: "Our right to charge two tares
this qUiPSti011:.
men. and It is expected to have at
"Now, I want your Mimeo opinion.
has been upheld by the appellate di- test of the engine a hole was knockleast one. marriage ceremony per•
Whet do you think of my chances for
vision of the huprerue court." Bor- ed In the boiler and it was sent back
formed right on the ground.
the nomination'!"
ough President (holier of Iirooklye, to the shop. It was returned to the
011ie spent tieveral data around
ordered the police to arms any road engine house yesterday and is alLouisville and Frankfort westing off
ensp:o)e laying haads on a pas-eager. Moat ready for use.
his Knglish accent before coming Melt
The board again will aik the gento the Firet diet rut
New be Is travDtaterbances Semdein,
eral council at the next meeting to
eling through all the courtites he rep
New York, Aug. 14.-The disturb- authorise the appointment of a dr- •
resents to congress, asking the same
:Island surface ears ver. and also will ask for a gong.
ances on the Coney
,I.I'MAN WARE itgat.tINED PE/tquestion and receiving --all kinds of
One application for a police powand elevated tastes that Deputy Police
FE1'1.1 STILL.
answers.
Commissioner O'Keefe and the Brook - ers, from an aspirant to the title of
In Padueall he was encouraged to
Sunday
to
:ye polite looked forward
merchant police, was refused, for the
run for governor and the politicians
because of Justice Oeynor's statasset maw art the merchanta have nut
Thrown From Home and Attuned Mho talked to him deemed to be sinrequested IL
of Saturday that the Brooklyn
cere. He did not positively say whethTrampled By %Ixaidensil nus!%
Trangit company did not have a right
er he would rids but his manner 'mit,
Its Flight.
to demand a double fare to the island TRADE ,OF PORTO Itl(N) GROWS
cates that be lacks only assurance,
took place oo schedule time. More
and it is freely- predicted that he will
than a quarter of a million people Imperte Increase- 11113,5Atrimi :Ind ExCiousee Specuietion In Reference to
make his announeemeat as soon as he
started to Cowry !stood during.the da).
ports
1114,211.11,iino
Over
Lau
Veer
street
the
In
paper
%hitt'
A pees of
/Medan Situation.
State Revet..e inspector Albritton
has seen everyone in the distriet„
enormous crowd war
and while
--caused Mr. Lyman Ware's horse to
Is in Paducah and all merchants who
He left at 11:20 o'clock over the
fighting its way tq tb• pleasure resort
Washington. August 14
Porto turn suddenly and throw
him ofd.
London, Aug. 14 -King Edward have not paid a stale license will be
Ma
Illinois Central railroad. but at
.cars were „etsdied in lines that extend- Rico is showing great conimercial
When Ware collected bus reatteired
and Queen Alexandra returned to Lon- prosecuted if they do not. This morn.
leaving be had not yet made up his
ed for miles while the Brooklyn Rapid sWdes under the rule of the United
wite a tew moments later he realized
don today from Cowes to prepare for Mg Constable A. C. Shelton finished
tits visit
mind to declare himself
Transit inspectors draged obstreperous States. The total value of imports
that he had experienced a knock at
the king's annual trip to "Marienbad serving notice on 55 pierchanta to
-Wig
throe
here was of peculiar interest, because
passengers from the cars,
last
year
was
$5.530,000
greater
Death's dour. and his escape was oar MeCreeken comity ham aspirants for
on which be will start tomorrow. The go to the county clerk and take my
them into the streets, by thousands than the preceding year, and )17.5
row indeed.
king wit cross the channel in the royal •license. They are pawn brokers, pisof
aid
commissional honors, and mcire than
tbe
with
this
did
company
The
per cent were from the Halted States.
Were is an lillitois Central meldsyucht Victoria and Albert to rushing, tol dealers, commieslon brokers, pi011ie James' chances for governor
250 special policemen and a corps of Exports showed an advance of $4.lit and resides at Twelfth and Jefferwhence a special train will convey him ano dealers, auctioneers and restauwere discuseed at these conferences.
Inspectors.
224.000. 83.1; per cent being to this son streets. He was riding /as Marin
to Priedraffiabof, where he will meet rant keepers. Suits will be filed if the
He OM several men In Oampbeil &
country.
The
sugar and molasses ex- en Monroe street and east- Tenth street
Emperor W4 lam Aug. 14. There has license is not taken out.
°Mee, legal rtrw, and conPAYING TELLER SHORT.
perts were valued at $13,433,000, an a piece of white paper blew row•rdis the CamPhell's
been endless, speculatioa on the special
eluded Ms visitation with a short talk
advent., of $3,11i7.000 over the pre- horse. The horse wheeled "Aden')
significance of the. meeting of the monRevoliatinshin Bloody Act,
with Ho . Charles K. Wheeler, M the
Speculators and Brokers Get $1410,s Ceding y oar, and the
tobacco exports and Ware was thrown off
Gasette says
arch., The
Tchernivgar, August 14 - While
Ile ordered the
Fraternity. building
000 Cash.
amounted to $3.210,000, of which
The horse started up an alley and
that recast', an autograph leter a number of revolutionary agitators
carriage to take him from Wheeler.
$11,664.0u0 was manufactured. Seven Ware's body was lying In hie path
from Emperor Nicholas to King Ed- who had been arrested at a meeting
Hughes & Berry's °Mee to (be station.
Birmingham. Ala.. August 14. -- thousand acres are now under ayeThe hoofs caught in the rider's shirt
ward 'Was brought by special messen- were undergoing an examination at
011ie Acquisitive.
bank
National
First
the
Officials of
.teruatic citrus cultivation, 70 per and tore large holes in it. - el•ightly
ter to the Rueeien embassy here and the prefecture of the town of Boras-.
was in the city today
James
that Alerin Chisolm,pay- cent of acreage being In oranges, 25
anhOtinted
scratching the flesh. Wade reedited
delivered to (tie kin, personally hi the noa one of the-aceused drew a revolMg teller of that bank, is 8100.000 per cent in grape fruit and 5 per cent his position and did not - move. The and last night. He arrived quietly
time
same
the
at
ambassador and
ver, killed the chief of police, woundlast night and left Just as Wen,'
short In his accounts. As Chisolm In lemons. A box of oranges can be
horse continued its mad flight until
other persona; letters from the Rus- ed In aide sad then committed suiwas bonded for $30,000, the loss to freighted from Porto Rico to New the end of the blind alley was reached. this morning at 11:20 o'clock over
relatives
by
received
were
empress
sian
cide.
the Illinois Central railroad.
the bank will be reduced to $70,1t00 York for about 29 cents, whereas,
The Russian emperin this country
the shortage was
of
A Sun reporter saw him at roe
discovery
The
the same consignment from Florida
or's letter to the king is known to
his
on
off
was
station this morning. AMChlsolrn
passenger
while
made
emits 73 cent, and from California
have been a request for advice on the
ed whether he would be a candidate
vacation. Today when he returnee 9s centie while the Cuban
fruit am
situatices In Russia.
for governor, Mr. James said: "I
from Atlantic City and was taken be- to pay 56 cents per box dery in adJI
he
bank
the
have no statement to make now. t
fore the directors of
to
lion
cents
36
for freight.
1;NEXPLAINND ABSENCE
and confessed his shortIN COUNTY JAIL am canvassing the ',situation thordown
broke
BIll/r
BEING
IS
IN GRIP OF RAILRO.kiltl, OPINION
oughly- and will then make my deciBASEMENT.
age, naming as his accomplices certen'Altla ROOM
OF GOVERNMENT.
Remains a
Of Thirty-One Years
sion"
tain brokers in whose places be los,
Mystery.
It was rainin& hard and the remoney, It was alleged, through spec- Found Hidden by Patwi in steneland's
offered him the um of an umporter
ulation.
Den.
Chicago, Aug. 14.-After an roes- luvestigatiou Commences at Toledo
Jailer Eaker Will U.se It to l'ualsh brella. He declined but invited him
of thirty-one year-.
pia reel
Unveils l.riaoner.---lirick Feed
to Show This State of Affairs
into the carriage where be retrainee
CRAZY MAN.
Chicago, Aug. 14.-lespector ShipProf. Cherie. H. Frye, former superiii I twit nut 1011.
Exists,
until his train arrived. For fifteen
py and 'two detectives went to the
Normal
intendent of the Chit-ago
minute(' Mr. James discussed general
Stabs Seven People in Parlor Car Of home of President Steosland, of the
school of this city, has returned home
•
taking in all the informasubjects,
P.
St.
and
M.
C.
Milwaukee Avenue bank: at Irving
One of his MU acts upon arrival at
icet but giving out litcould
be
tion
The McCracken county jail will be
park today to Peek further evidence
Toledo, August 14.- The governhis home was to hand a roll of crisp
tle bimself.
punishment
1C-Sevof
means
In
bank
against
August
missing
president.
the
a
with
supplied
Wis..
La Crosse,
iluo bills, totaling over 15.000, to ment's lee Trust investigation began
He professed to be uninformed on
prisoners.
injured, two the house they found what they believe to impudent and unruly
his wife with the remark. "Ask me this morning. The commission ex- en men were seriously
senatorial rare. When Mr. Bryan
the
and to be a secret room. The room which and tbe work began this morning.
no questions." Frye was 31 years old pects to show the railroad coldnonlee probably fatally, in a shooting
mentioned be became enthussittwas
enforced
be
fitenaland's
Chicago.
will
More rigid discipline
had a hidden entrance to
when he dimppeared. Since that day are owners of the lee combines sou stabbing affray today on the
is a Christian gentleman, a
"Ile
tle.
trate at den was diseovered after a search of in the jell.
no word has been nee -'ved from him use this power to crush Site inde- Milwaukee and St. Paul
man of fir-reaching ability. I saw
the
In
large
is
built
hour.
room
one
MilwauTM
nearly
be
will
of
dungeon
Feltz.
A
Sparta, Wis. Louis
by his wife. He was recognized emme- pendents.
the leaders of 30
.
with
demented enough to admit a men. The untrance basement. It Will be of brick, with I him matched
Fifteen railroads how undergoing kee, apparently becoming
diately in mite of his rem end altered
nations in the peace conferees-sr -at
and
wall,
the
in
panel
knife
recalcitrant
a
The
by
coneealed
Is
heavy
a
wooden_docir_
drew
car
appearance. He is said to have made investigation by the commission are in the parlor
was second to none.'"
which -opens with-a spring. Nothing prisoner will be kept there on bread London 'and he
money In the PhillePtne Wends, where She Ann Arbor, Cincinnati. HAMM. attacked the conductor. A Iittlitifid
wail interested in the
James
Mr.
following was found which would indicate that and water.
he resided for several Weart. His ton and Dayton, Big Font-, Detroit &. tolloweddiaring which the
announcement of Mr. ,Hendrick for
the room had been recently °reap
wish that lio- vriSeldhone be Wed him Toledo Hocking Va1tre,----171118 Shore were injured:
• general, which appeared exattorney
INDEPENDENTS WIN,
Louis Felts, W. W. Huhhel. H.
regardiag his wanderings has been re- & Michigan Central, Ohio Central,
clusively in The Sun last week. That
Felinity.
Proves
Tide-Wets
ChrtaiTioson,Harspeeted end he has settled down at Perrnsylvania, Pere Marquette, Tole.- Cunningham, John
hie successor in congress might come
unAug. 14 --The
Decatur', Ill
Railroad Announces End 44 Ito DN.
home as though nothing has hap- do Railways and Tel-mica'. Clovr ry English, Alfred Johnson.
Paducah should he bais candifrom
lucky "thirteen" seems to have taken
eriminatkm.
Wheeling
pened
Leaf, and Wabash and
date for governor, also elapsed him
the form of reality in the case of A.
REVOLUTION liNDED.
Lake Erie.
to aak questions.
T. Bell, who died a few days ago at
Clevelsat60., August 14.- The
LAST ENCAMPMENT
Mr. James left his friends here in
the hospital In this city. He formerly United States District Attorney SulGovernor Declared Legally Installed
STRANGER SHOOTS
lived In this city, but recently has been livan left Chicago last night to. re- as much uncertaluty about his plans
at Aracajn.
Sentiment Growing Among Friends
Mr
a. resident of Terre Haute. Thirteen sume work In connecton with the as they- were before he came,
of the G. A. R.
And Flee Are Wounded In Back at
James' whole attitude himself was
the time he came to Decafrom
days
grand jury investigation of the ShinRio de, Janeiro, August 14.- The
Coney Island.
one of indecision. He did not say
tur to work on the city directory on
dard Oil rompany. Sullivan stated
14.-1- The
revolution at Aracaju. state Of SerMinneapolis, August
where he was going from here.
employed each year,
was
which
he
task
troops
that he had been informed that as a
fortieth annual 0. A. R. entionpment
New Yort, August 14.- While gipe, is ended, a regiment of
body was taken back to Terre
his
government
was formally. opened today with a Ocean Walk, In the Bowery at Caney arrived there, and the commandant Haute. The number of the house result of the work on the
WONDERFUL. MIRAGE
the Lake Shore and Michigan Southbusiness session, camp fires and re- Island, was still crowded early to- declared the revolutionist governor
which his body was taken was
from
given notice to the
'onions by the score. A well defines day an unidentified pan pulled
a legally installed. The crowd was tie- 1336, a number which has in it the ern railroad had
to lbealdeetta of Cleveland sail
hereafsentiment among friends and rela- revolver, fired two sliOts into the thusiastic. Local °Metals were forces figure 13, and the digits of which add- independent oil dealers that
Heights. '
ter- their mileage feex on tank cars
tives of visitors Is that this should be back of a waiter at Staitch's restan- to resign.
ed together equal the sum of thirteen. would he computed. on the same bathe last encampment because of the rant: and then turned the weapon inCleveland. Ohio, Aug. 14-'llesiRoll was - the thirteenth man hired by
sis as the Standard Oilecotnpany.
age and infirmity.
to the crowd and fired four times as
dente of the heights in the eastern part
Bon to Father's Rescue.
the directory manager. In addition
of the city today witnessed the most
Princeton, Mo., Aug. 14.-"Buck" to all theme unlucky complications
quickly as he could pull the trigger.
NOTED AUTHOR
remarkable mirage Of which there is
Four persons were writhing In ago- MrHargue, a notorious character, wa. Belt at the time he fell 111 was work•
White on a limit.
any record lit this part of the country.
Rome. ,August 14.- Amtaseador ny on ttil board walk when the man killed by the son of Pelleeman Abe ing on the thirteenth annual city die
'Known aa John Oliver Hobbs, Died Wonderfally clear and distinct. the CaWhite, who had been for a week with fled toward the ocean. threatening Trent after McHargue had shot the rectory of Decatur,
Unexpectedly of Heart Failure.
nadian shore of lake Erie sixty miles
officeir five time. in resisting arrest.
King Victor Emmanuel shooting ibex any person who would pursue him.
London, August 14.-- Mrs Pearl distant. was spread out before them In
a gel iout condi
in
is
Trent
Policeman
In
Coop.
Cotton
preserves
royal
U'onderful
the
in
chamois
and
.
Lion
Islington Tenn., Aug. 14.-Jmnev Mary E. Teresa Craigle. known as the sky. Tale phenomenon lasted for
the Alps, the only spot in Europe
Fetal 91111ISTel Over Shoes.
atSmith, living near Parsons. 'reports John Olivet Hobbs author and dra- more than an hour. The inverted
where ibex still eilst, retnrned to
Caroni 111., August 14.- As the
that the
tens
some
sleep
clear
her
in
died
matist,
so
was
pletcre
mospheric
to
presented
land.
he
where
Place
a
hlia
Sit
on
In
(TOP
Alton's°
cotton
wonderful
Rome today,
.of a quarrel over a pair of
result
Her death city of Rondeau could be plainly seen,
Fyvie, Scotland, August 14.- The He counted the boils or, one stalk last night of heart failure.
the foreign office the Amellean Ren- shoms,Jarrett Williams, 40 years
unexpected, she havjogi the church spires and principal busiate's ratification f its treaty creat- is fatally wounded and Hick anti king and queen of Spain arrived at and found enough on that stalk to was totally
re- ness houses standing out in hold reline.
ing the international Institute of Walter May-berry, his step-sons, are Fyvie castle today to visit Lord and pick ont sixteen pounds of seed cotton. been apparently well when she. 4,
Tall trees and a river emptying Hits
Agricultural. Mr. White will go to locked up in the county jail on a Lady Leith for the opening dare Of He says the one -counted is assaverege tired.
20
was
suers
old.
She
lake could also be seen.
tIt.
"
next
stalk
,
,
Ottober
the
eason_
sheering
the rnited Settee :h
ha rig of attempting miirder
Cairo, Ill., Aug. 14.- It must bring
ACTIA'E a coal chill over the burglars ato tried
to Meek into Mrs. a. a Bell's millinery store the other night, when they
learn how narrowly they stamped being
Chicago, Ili., Aug. 14.-Ranks of shot
They had forced the screen
Chie -is end tba. Clearing House ea- door open and were prying at the
main
'iodation have offered a reward of 15.- door vitich has a Islam panel
and Mrs.
MN) for the apprehension of Paul 0. Bell stood on the
other side of the
of door peering at them
Stensland, the fugitive presideM
through the
the 2111wetskee Avenue State bank. glass panel.
pistol In hand pointed
So anxious are (be bankers to capture straight at
them. She could easily
the accused *Meer that a conference have killed one or both of them, but
was held this afternoon to decide upon ber nerve forsook her and
Instead of
some action to assist the police au- shooting whe
screamed and the rasthori-es M their search for Mangled I. cals ran away as quickly
as their legs
His SOn be.leve• be committed suicide could carry them.
An organized hunt.iis In progress
today in the vicinity or MadleonvIllse
Barbabo. Ohio. Mendota, and other
Wisconsin towns under the direction
of the Chicago police who believe
they are on the right trail of Paul
Messina& the fugitive bank wreck- AGENT IN PADUCAH COLLECTING
er. The reward offered by theChicago
FROM MERCHANTS.
clearing-house has. stirred the police
to action. Tao And complete list of
notes forged by Stensiand gives a toEighty/Ire Dealers sierved With Notal of $042.200.
tkes to Pay Lkenste Fees' to
County clerk.
WING EDWARD'S TRIP
P011.1('KMEN
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'OTHER'S SCI
SAVES HEE
Cruel Hoofs About
Little Greek

Tried to Cruise Pike in I
George Kellen Huge
He Drew Itt,

ANKLE ROUND

Will

A mother's scream say
tier three-year-old daud
lace park station last e
o'clock, when Mr. and
Kolb pore driving In tl
The little geri, the (bolt
limp Greek, was direct].
the horse's hoofs and A
not st4'n her when wai
cries of the mother. Th
iigbt ankle was injure.
bone being broken, tfut
able to be up but tbe are
in splints,
Willem Greek operat
mation at Wallace park.
went stand on the pike
station at Wallace park
eldest was due to the
to cross ahead of the h
was driving slowl
stated, "and did not see
all. I heard a woman
jerked my horse to the
pod him sod then saw
leg In the rdad. We tot
Parris Bros.' grocery
clan was called. Dr. P
fpund that the ankle
small bone being fracta
not a serious injury.
frost feet missed the it
ohs tried to run acros
ahead of my vehicle. I
Why•.I pulled to the re
saved the little girl front
The child was standi
stand and had
deity aerate the street. I
not seen her hut her me
mother's ss ream was the
tion of the danger. •

f4her's

TillS YEAR Et
-11E KITTY
Ns More

Professional
ii Pad suit

owners in Thi. City an
on circlet Fled Ea
c 'steely.

VINCI:Nees

TEAM

What the Kitty leave
poultice plaster. and if
the circuit do not show
est. In the league forth
mean another job for the
The Kitty league is
and this face can be cif
the receipts of the team.
!tot drawing, and teethe
er team in the league.
probably leading in att.'
that Is not saying much.
It I. tipped. find a re
that, that there will
leartie next season. It I
unofficially that Preside
who holds the strings a
will not be In the ring
The ineestment Is not a
In Vincennes, even wilt
team. In Paducah it is t
✓y
This morning one In
know stated tbat Pal
after elieseaeascon experle
Goa of peressionil bag
rah ball enthusiasts hat
deep enough into their j
tenni- to live, and It has
'of "dig" for the prone
sport for the last severs
feet the luissi fans have
It a paying Proposition.
September will see tit
and with It the tombston
leas be planted. This fac
sad after Paducah tam
treated to a rest for a 7
It may be that some "lit
get into the game again.
It looks like a rock
neck of King Baseball
for some time to come.
FALL ON GRAS14-C
Regalia he Severe Injury
Boas.
As the result of tallin
ine his knee on a greethome, Eleventh and Obit
Clint Boat, the popular
Blebs?! Bros5 is coolie
bone today'. ?oar stitch
united to close the WOU04

r, •

,

WON IN THE FIRST
WAS MONDAY GAN

•

—14L
'
"
r"—""rwl' rA-PrrIt
1
4."grw

bass bee -Weisel.
Settee hugeClair, Perry Y 4311164:v1"Vidis ot
1 hoer ant -41) ereneelle --re` Umpire.
Quiets:a.

Moterthy thr Hem
Mattoon, fle, Aug. 14
"Roughhouse" McCarthy won a double header
Indians Got Only Two Ilits for big boaters yeeterday.
He Pitched
great ball, the Beltites getting but
Rut Took it With Ease.
three bits in each game The fire was
a ghat out for Jacksonville and the
second was won by a narrow margin.
Big Meier Had Ilan% Ill, lit Thee, and
fleet Gente.
Kepi the like Initeeewiy
The score:
14.0
aittcr.•1.
hettoon
.4 5 s
Jacksonville
to 3 3
Batteriese—McCarthy and Johnston;
FEW PEOPLE IN GRAND STAND. Patrick and Bee

T.
.-vr

et

1041

TI -71"7

4,"STT

at. we

-----

O.

4111

Drink Belvedere, The Paducah Beer
And Promote a Horne Industry

Second
Mattoon
3 5 2
Jacksonville
2 3 1
AP
Teem alemadlag.
Batteries—McCarthy and Johnston,
W L Pet. Fox and Belt.
Vincennes
6e 34 660
Cairo
52 V
I 525
Eleasens Shut Out,
PADUtlAIR
4104
500
Cairo. Ill , Aug. 14
Th.. locals yes
Jacksouyille
49 50 4e5
terday•ahat tke Hoosiers est. ChetDanville
43 .L8 439
nault was In good form and threw balls
Mattouce
37 62' 373
in ttIttry dtrection
A I'trr the Inn Isfling the Hoosiers cetted down but toe
Yesterday's Results.
late to win the game.
Paducah 6, Danville 0.
The wore-.
ft H
Mattoon 4-3, Jacksonville 0-2.
tenet-nays
0 6 2
Cairo 4, Vincennes 0.
(airo
4_ '3 1
Hattertee- Johnson and Quiesser;
Today's- Schedule.
ena n It and Met trecon
Vincenees at Paducah.
Mattoon at Jacksonville
Dope.
Danville. at Cairo. '
Perry seems to have been benefited
by his lay off of several series. lie
When the Hostler. tripped the displays more ginger than all the ea
Betties up yesterday the fatl was malodor of the team combined
hard indeed. Through this stunt the.
The Indians did not bit the ball
Indians now occupy third place, and bard yesterday Selby seemed
to have.
are only 25 points behind Cairo,"our turned loose everything
hi bad in he
hated rival." The Cairo Bulletin
talks a great deal about the probaToday the litxmsiees oome for four
bility of Paducah and Cairo results, games.
but the Indians are playing ball and
Weight will do the throwing for tie.
"Chief" Lloyd intends to get that Indians this afternoon
.
seeond place
Ladle"' Day comes on Friday. It
The Indians experieneed a great is the :ast game wth the Floosie's,
and
deal of hard luck. eepes•..sily on trips. a large number of Isle;
Is empected
bui now that Perry is barit In The oat. •
game, and the corps of pitchers is In
eheory AVetael's double came in
good form, Lloyd does not figure that mighty handy wterday
. It wits one
he can be kept out of second place. of the kind the grand standigo
es wild WILL BK PLATFORM (Ho
REPUB.
It the Indians break even web - the about, but there was -ttle applause
LICA.N1 (N/NGItiFeeett EN.
Hoosiers here and Danville does her There were few id We grand
stand.
part of the work at Cairo. the teams
"Cairo may have a fight on her
will stand as at present, and
will hands to keep Padecah one of secthen take to the road.
ond place but with four games with Vertsat to Control Nett Vosigssen b•
The Indians have always done f)an•ille and ten with
opinion of Lloairman Merman,of •
Padueah
It
better on the road than Cairo, and looks easer. After Denviee,
Onnimitter.
Cairo goes
keels fans are confident that Cairo to Paducah for six games and
returns
will be tumbled from her pedestat here with Padneah for four.
There
before the season Is over.
are two postponed games that will be
Oyster •Bay. Aug. 14—When
RepThesee the tem week-of base-bell in pheyeserft tn Paducab. Out
of the le resentative Sherman chairman
of the
Paducah. and the management is games so far played
with Paducah Republican eongreari
onal temenittee
making eyery effort to give the tans the locals have won 12 and lost
only left Ragansere Hill this
afternoon it.
the best there is. Platt will be feat- 'four, a fact which is In
itself is most said that while he
had sone over the
tired as often sa possible, and It is encouraging."- Cairo
FIntiettn.
congreeilenal campaign with the pripiexpected that this week will see g000
Tack Wilkinson ham been removed dent thorough
ly. the principal °het:
patronage at the park to witness the as an umpire in the IC'tty
leagoe, It of his viaft was toareview the
campaign
close, which May mean the last ot was done by petition,
and Vincennes) textbook which Is to be
Rimed next
league ball here for a season or two. and Paducah are the only
town* in tte week
The Indians got two bits againet league that did not offer
a protest.
"The book will be a sand pat docuDanville' *even yesterday and won the
*T/110- 7-:ord. Reasoner of the Pa- ment with
word pictures, of ths• record
game e to C.. It all happened in the ducah Kitty baseball team
reeelved s of the Republic
an party and reasons
first inning and was due to bases on telegram from Preeldent
Goenell slat- why Chat party
should be kept in powballe errors and a two be.. hit. Selby ing that Wilkinson had
ben removed. er," said Me.
/Merman.
was in the box for the visitors sod did this was dene by prewar,
brought
Mr. Sherman spoke appreciatively
effective work after the Gree
bear from towns where Verekineon is
of tbe preeident's interests and assistFreddie Miller worked for the Indians alleged to have done "dirty
work."
ance in the campaign. The outlook
and kept hits scattered.
As to Paducah, it may be said that
he said, was good. "Of course." he
In the fleet inning Taylor flied nut Wilkinson did good work.
He is the remarked, "the Republic
ans are not
to center need. Perry drew toter of a fastest *empire seen
here this season, going to retain
all the seats they now
kind and Qulgley Geo waited. Cooper hnt be has
at times appeared to be • have In the
house, bin we will remain
was strack by theeball and the bases little off. Wilkinso
n, 4f guilty of unactual control of the sixtieth conwere filled. At this junetsre Wetzel fairness at all,
has show, no "temp - gress. That we are
enre of.
hit a double and scored two runs. toms here.
"At the last election we had PeedFleas got a walk and Cooper scored on
It is te be regretted that be has dent Roosevelt
on the ticket and tie
an error of Ott. Lloyd made first on been "removed
.'•
real Democrat epeeist him. For this
(nee error and trotted around the
reason we carried • number of strictly
sacks on Seders choice*, scoring on
Democratic district's that WP had no
an cetfield put out.
more right to than some one besides
The visitors were unable to de anythe president had to Sagamore Hill.
thing with Meier
While we expect to lose ROMP of these
The summary:
detects, the Republican members who
Danville
abrhpoae
hold them now are confident in every
C. Fleming, 3t. ..5 0 1 0 5 0
instance of !bar re-Certion7"
America
n
League.
Meanie, cf.
4
1 1 0 0
St. Louis,0, Philadelphia 8; batClair, es. .
4
1 3 3 1
teries. Powell, Jacobsen and Often.
Bryan Itinerary,
Hayworth, lb.
4 0 2 12 0 0
nor; Waddell and Sebreck.
Me. Bryan's itinerary upon reaching
Johnson, rf.
4 0 0 0 0 0
&aimed game,
Oral, It.
e United tSates will be as follows.
3 0 0 3 0 0
St Louis 5, Philadelphia 1. batter- New
rani-more .21). .. 4 hi 2 4 2 (1
York, August, 30; New Haves,
ies, Howell, Rickey and Sirrencer,
Ott, e.
and Bridgeport, Conn., August 31,
4 0 4) 4 0 2
Waddell Coombs, Schreek and Pow- Jersey
Seiby, p.
City N J., September 1; Chi3 0 0 0 0 0
ers.
U tourney, p:
enXtRii-lErepTember 4. Lincoln. Neb.
1 0 0 0 2 0
Chicago 0, New York 0; batteries. Septembe
r 5. St Louis, September 11
Backache,
White and Sullivan; Chesbro ape Louisvill
e, September 12, and CincinTotals
14-4- 7 44- -14 3
Pain in the
Thomas. Called at the end of the nati,
September 13.'clopping at Kan-ninth
to
allow
the
visitors
to
Hips and Groins
catch a sask Cite on his way home.
Padneah .......ab r b po a.
train.
Taylor, cf.
4 4) 0 41 1 0
In most eases are direct resulta of
Cleveland 3, Washington 1; batPerry....
3 1 0 3 3 1
You are In honor bound to look
WEAK KIDNEYS and INFLAMteries, Moore and Bemis; FalkenQuigley, 2b.
on
2 1 1' 4 2 0
your eMployer's business as
MATION OF THE. BLADDER.
burg; Wilson, Smith and Wakefield.
Cooper, If.
$ 1 0 3 43 0
something to be kept absolutely seThe strain on the Kidneys and In
Detroit 4, Boston 5; batteries, Ste3b.
crest by you.
3 1 1 5 0 0
flamed membranes lining the neee
ver and Payne, Young and Peterson.
Haas, lb.
2 1 0 12 0 0
of the Bladder producing these
Lloyd. rf.
1 0 0 0 0
National
League.
Downing, c.
3 0 0 4 0 1
Brooklyn 3, Chicago 11; batteries.
Miller, p.
3 0 0 0 2 1
Eason, Pastortous and Ritter: Teylor
Overall and Moran.
Totals
29 4 2 27 12 2
Philadelphia 4. Cincinnati 0; bat- Can
be cured in six days 171
'
,
using
teries, Sparks and Dosein; Wicker
Parisian Sage, the Guaranteed Flair
Innings
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 and
Schlei.
Restorer. Get a-bottle today; it only
Ilanvire
0 0 41 0
0 41 0
New York R. Pittsburg 1; batter- meets eit
yenta and W. B. McPherson.
Padneab
Two doses give relistrand one Doi
6 0 0 0 0 41 0 0 x
White. and leresnahan; Wlllta
the druggist. will enarantee It to
The score:
will cure any ordinary ease of KidK H X Philippi and Gibson.
cure or money back.
Danvile
ney or Bladder trouble. Removes
41 7 3
Second game.
Dandruff now, means Baldness laGravel, cures Diabetes, Seminal
Paducah
6 2 3
New York 2, Pittsburg I; batterter--Parlslan Sage will cure demiEmissions, Week and Lame Beek,
Struck ont—By Miller, 6: by Selby,
ies. Mattheweon, nowerman
and ruff----a stitch in time saves nine.
4. Hit he pitched ball—Cooper and
Rheumatism and all Irreeillaritiess
Breenahan; leffichi and Phelps.
Mall orders filled -- 50 cent, a botthese
Wiel Mothee--Milles, I. Two
of the Kidneys and Bladder in both
tle, all charges prepaid by
men and women. field at 10 cents
Bank Shortage.
Giroux Mt/ Co Rochester, N. Y.
net hal
a box on the No Cure No Pay basis
Female C4
,
114aggis,
The stale bank examiner has flnNOMUNSVILLE
by McPherson's drug store, Fourth
lehed his inspection of the affairs of
fetteet HOW* Smosetar yetis% ladies. Iqs
Malaria Caner* Loss of Appetite.
and Broadway, sole meets for Pathe Aitilwalikee-avenue State bank of
s
The Old Standard Grove's Tasteby os.lirliatelilsifings
ducah, or sent by mail upon receipt
li
marin
Chicago, and intimates that the 'short
sad eawlerts an•anut•sed.a:LI:
Wet
less
Chill Table drives out malaria
of pail to Lark Mislisiss Ca; lam
tor Cstsiague awl hoterssettoe
tage is between otoo,een
and $1,- and bait& up the
system. Sold by
Wilk KYSSIUMErMARRISOIN. SAN ,I...L.0 000,000.
daidsrs for 27 yam. Priori lias.
•

EVERY time you order or call for BELVEDERE BEER you
are furthering a home industry. The Paducah Brewery
Company employs only HOME LABOR, and adds to the pay
roles of Paducah, so every cent you spend for BELVEDERE remains at home.
We doD:t.,§olicityiour business on that score alone, however.
BELVEDERE is not excelled by any beer on the market. In
truth, we believe it surpasses any in purity, in taste and- healthgiving qualities.
Drink BELVEDERE, the Paducah Beer, next time. In fact,
ALL THE TIME DRINK BELVEDERE.

ft_

PARTY RECORD

Let'Us Show You the Mother of Pearl
Engraving on Fancy Stationery,the Latest
,
_
•.
,
t thing in monogram stampTHISing.is theThenewesMother
-of-PFarl Stamping on

fancy stationery is undoubtedly the most remarkable discovery, and makes the prettiest work
of this nature that the engravers have yet turned
out. Your monogram looks as if it- were cut out
of pearl, and the result is a beautiful conceit.
,
This engraving is all the rage among the people who know what is what, and we are the only
establishment in Paducah doing such work.
Your old plate can. be used or a new monogram ordered.

1

Come in, and let us show you samples of the
stationery, if you want to see something swell.

We have as complete a, line of samples of
wedding invitations and all kinds of engraving as
any of the famous houses in the cities can show
you and our,prices are very much lower. We
shall be glad- to send you samples anywhere, any
time. Just phone us when wanting them.

THE BIG LEAGUES

4.

THE SUN,TELEPHONES 358

DANDRUFF

(ARK'S

KIDNEY
•
GLOBES
WILL CURE IT

411

LEAGUE PARK
PADUCAH VS. VINCENNES

AUGUST 14,15, 16 AND 17
Bernal Adsissioa 25 Cuts
Raid Stud 35c, hi seat 60c
heists is salt al WM•MOM Feint aid Intim
DAME CALLED AT 3:30.

Inor-4.0--71.gfieitigzeg
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a
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FOR COMFORT, REST AND PLEASURE
It offerb an unequalled opportunity
Int Class Only-Passenger Service Exclusive'
.
tt.Virtri
:
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e
hat
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,
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MAL
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PENNYROYAL PILLS
r"T
"

They Gramma Weris
nem. irrev
atzy
, and •
omissions,
e vir
or and bask& "pain,
of menstruation." They are "LIFE SAVERS" _Ss
girla_01
womauhood, aiding development of organ and body.
So
known remedy for women equals them.' Cannot do
keem---Il
fs
becomes a pleasure. $1.410 PER BOX BY
MAIL. Sold _...by druggists. DR. MoTT'SC -011111CAL
cbs.00‘.

SOLD 1S1 LIMEY•Larr
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FIRE IN A-TREE
IS EXTINGUISHED

-1

RI VA'R NEWS

River Wages,
Cairo
11.1
First _Time Paducah I1epart- Chattanooga
4 7
1., 6
Cincinnati
ment Responded to One.
Evansville
73
2..1
Florae*
Jellasoeville
6.4
(henget-nal Grocery Ignited by the
Louisville
4.6
Lamp Swinging Fatten (riling
Mt. Carmel
e2
in Store.
Nashville
9.2
Pittsburg
4.4
Davis island Dam
6.6
U.S
WO DAMAGE TO THE BUILDING St. Louis
Mt. Vernon
6.4
Paducah
7.8

•

S

•

0!
02
34
0.3
0.1
0.3
0.3
0.1
0.2
1.2
0.1
e.it
0.1
0.0

rise
fall Both Give Out Statements of
rim
Their Positiods.
ries
fall
tier
rise Brian sass He Is .tdtocating ilis
Oss n ()pinhole .Ibout
net
I•
iiteessinn.
fall
fall
fall
rise
SULLIVAN
ACCI'SES
DU \1.1P
fall
lit'd

Houses, street ears, hay wagons,
The rains have called a halt someParis,
Walla& Jenand, In tart. nearly every Maas of what on the downward trend of the nings
Brya
gave out "ti stateconflagration on record. has come rivers. The gauge tlitaived the river tnent concerning
a controversy rewithin the experiences of the Padu- to be on a stand here this morning
specting". Illinois Democratic nacah tire department, but tnie morn- registering a stage of..7.8. Water in
tional committeeman. The controvering the newest developed and for the the Cumberland is still good aid the
sy has grown out of Mr. Bryan's letfirst time in its existence the fire de- Tennessee and Ohio rivers still are ter
denanding the resignation. of
partment was suquponed to extin- navigable tor the large beate Rela- National Committeeman Roger ate
guish fire in a tree.
te in the'last 24 hours has bettn .30 van, to which demand Mr. Sullivao.
. The tree is located at the old inches. Business at the wharf today returned a
prompt refusal, and statBuckner homestead, Eighth and Jef- was unusual quiet the departure Of ed that Mr. Bryan
had been misinferson streets, and is hollow. It le dry the. Oak Poetise and the arrival of the formed respecting
the situation by
and some one doubtless threw a 'John S. Hopkins, mussing the only. Mr. Dunlap.
Snatch or set lire to the tree la some movements of freight and
business
Mr, Bryan's rejoinder says that no
Other way. At 5 o'clock this morning with them was not heavy.
one but himself is respensible.
for the
the alarm came In and when the fireTee Clitle arrived yesterday after- information contained In•his letter,
men arrived the blase had spread to noon at 5 o'r:ock from the Tennessee and that he
had ilitended to silk Mr.
the limbs and the tree waft a mass of river with A good trip sad left soon Sullivan to resign before be
should
flames. Little trouble was experieuc- after for Joinia to deliver freight. The'.see Mr, Dunlap. Mr.
Bryan added:'
ed In putting out the tire.
Clyde will leave Wednesday evening
"I entered into this contest beAnother Ran for Firemen.
at 6 o'clock for the Tennessee river. muse I believed that Roger Sullivan
At 9:30 o'clock lest night the Ilre
The sIrveyors for the 9 foot stage and John Hopkins had deliberately
department was ("Wed to Overittreern wete wanting aronni the lit) whar: robbed the Democrats of Illinois of
grocery, 818 North Tenth street. A this meriting. If the river la locked their political right, and I still belamp was banging too near the ceil- and dammed aceo,d'n&. to the seams lieve so. To secure the political powInf and set it on lire. No damage of the impressment association, It er by force or tiy fraud ought
to Pe
was done the building.
probate) would to. the river to a as disgraceful in the eyes of the pubhigher point hese than it is now. The lie -as to semen moue by force or
cost of the pro cured improvement fraud. I cannot conceive of any plauLINEAL DeaSCENDA NTe.
wou:d r n into the
sible &teem which Mr. Mr. Sullivan
The Parana did sot arrive as ex- can make for remaining on the uaNumber Essoctly One HIIIItireell MCA
peeted esterday, but will get lti today (tonal committee.
Children .111 Live.
from the Cumberland river.
The controversy between Mr. BryThe Joint S. Hopkins arrived today an and Mr. SuIllean grows out of a
Mr. and Mrs. W. T. Allen, of Dickson. Tenn., have, perhaps, more di- from EeansvUlle and left immediately contest for seats In the national Demrect deseendante than any other eon- for the same point.
ocratic convention at St. Louis its
There is work for three men and a 1904, when against the protest of
plc in the state. Mr. Allen is 80 years
old and Mrs. Allen Ti years old. bo) for tome time on he wharf cut- Mr. Bryan the Illinois delegation led
They were married almost 60 years, ting down the luxuriant. crop of weeds. by Messrs. Hopkins and Sullivan. was
!
ago. The union has been blessed with At the wharf on the south side of the seated.
ten children, all of whom are now Armour plant and the north side of
living. They have 57 grand children the peanut factory; on the wharf
No Tenth la Them.
and 33 great grani children. Their again from Jefferson street along The
Chicago, August 14.- National
children, grated children and great river front to the Illinois Central in- Committeeman Sullivan. when interltri.hd children number exactly 100. cline, the bank and miasmatic at- viewed In regard to Mr. Bryan's latTheir oklesechild is 57 years old and exosphere'dot:talons contribute alarm- est utterances, declared today that
the youngest is 36. The youngest ingly large to the city mosquito popu- there was no truth in them.
great grand child is less,then three lation and malarial store.
"Mr, Bryan got all his information
days old, being born last Saturday in
from Mr. Dunlap. and is doing what
anklet Forecasts.
Memphis.-Fultoe Leader.
Mi. Dunlap 'tents him to de, All the
The Ohio from Evansv,le to Cairo, Information he has about the Illinois
will remain nearly stationat or rise situation he has received from Dun('ASINt) OPERA POPULAR.
during the next two days,
slightly
lap and Thompson. He is fighting
Am audiene that almoet teited the
The Tennessee from nominee to be- their battles: battles that they can
capacity of the C201110 at Wallase park
material change not fight for themselves. His stategreeted the opening of the opera sea- low Johnsonville no
hours
newt
24
during
the
ment is not tree as to the control of
son. and judging from the generous
The Mississippi from Chester to the state convention two years ago,
applause the nembere and the hits of
during the next 24 to as to the national committee, or as to
the comedians, the patrons were well Cairo, will rise
Mr.
the committee on credentials.
pleased with the first night's offering. 36 hours.
Bryan Is not bigger than the entire
"The Bettina Prince.,"
Coolies.
To Protect
Democratic party." '
The repertoire for the remainder of
The United States government will
the week Is
prevent
to
precaution
every
take
Tuesday, Olivette.
An ordinance providing for the
contractors frcyn doing injustice to
original construction of the sides-air
Wednesday, Wroth-Girdle.
the Chinese laborers employed for
There:lay, Chimes of Normandy-,
including granitoid curbs and gilt'
work on the canal The wages paid
Friday, Beggar Prince.
both sides of Jones street. fr.
these. men will be from 60 cents to on
Sat•.:rday, Olivette.
Ninth to Tenth streets and from Ter
81 a day.
street to Eleventh streets, in the c:
of Padueah, Kentucky, the sidewalks
di-We ship pianos and organs
The Democratic state coinentios
to be eix feet wide, and the curb and
of Texas will meet to settle the con- rect from factory of our own makes g utter to be what is commoaly known
H.
D.
commission.
test for the gubernatortat nomina- and saves you
a,"combined curb and gutter," and all
tion. Nominaticros for other °Mee* Baldwin A -company, 520 Broadway. to be of graniteid construction. •
of candidates elected at the primaBe it ordained by the General Counilielsweribe Pee Mr fa
ries will be made.
cil of the city of Pedueob, Keatuckyi
Section I.. That the sidewalks., inNick Deelite •
cluding curbs and gutter on both
Grand D-ke Nicholas N xho,aie
sides of .Jorses street, from Ninth t
'Met tete declined to accept the Poet
Tenth streets wed from Tenth to Elevof comMander-in-chief of the Russian
enth streets, in the city of Paducah.
effity "where martial laseexists," end
Kentucky, be, and it ii hereby ordered
recommends the appointment of Gen Good Rf••••911 Why the Fhwee Reeled and deemed nriglifelly constructed of
Linevitch.
leer Showed Re In Every Rome.
.granitoid construction, the sidewalks
to be six feet wide, and the curbs and
--Ralrirrleasee Them.
There Is no beverage more health- gutters to be what is commonly known
--Mesareeldess are ful and none more satisfying and re- as "combined curb and gutter." Alt
pleased with Secretary Root's decla- treshing than good beer That is whe to be done in strict accordance with
rations of the policy of the United Wye Italy that Pabst Rine Ribbon Beer, the plans, specifications and profiles
the Latin-American the choicest of all bottled beers. should of the City 1P3ngineer. made and pros'
States; toward
republics. Many functions are being be in every Mime where things to eat ed le him for that purpose. All of the
glyeu In Mr. Root's honor.
and drink are valued according to said sidewalks, mobs and gutters as
their purity, cleinantest and actual aforesaid to be of granItold construcfood strength. Before or with your tion, and to be built In strict accordmeals It is appetising and invigorating ance with the aforesaid plans, specieand at all times # Is a cool, refresb- cations and profiles, all of which are
ing drink.
hereby adopted as • part of this ordi(New York Central Lines.)
Pabst Blta Ribbon Beer is.the
nance, and made a part of tbo same
perior of all beers In cleanness a-nd are fully as If embraced herein, or atTHE BEST LINE TO
purity and also in food value. This tached here°, and designated by being
NDIANAPOLIS,
is *cattle of'the Pabst exclettive eigbt- marked "A.' Reference is alao made
day method of Making Malt Malt is to the petition of the property owners
PEORIA,
the soul and body of beer, and the abutting the aforesaid street, which is
CHICAGO richer the fila;t the rtio're whole-mime made • part hereof, and to have the
And all points In Natalia and
the beer. Malt is made from barley wane force and effect as If embraced
Michigan.
by a provers of. growth and perfect herein and attached hereto, and for
malt, Pabst eight-der malt, eonte1ns Identification is marked "B."
TOLEDO,
Sec. 2. Said work retail be conall the food elematies of barley In preDETROIT,
tracted for and executed under the didigested form.
CLEVELAND,
Most brewers grow their Malt In rection of the Board of Patine Works
dam butt tour-day malt is an un- and supervision of the City Engineer,
four
BU FFALO,
natural development and beeesserily and shall be commenced at a time dexNEW YORK, inferior heeled,. In the rushed growth ignated by the Board 'Cif P.oblic Works
BOSTON Of the grain its viral food Talus is by contract. and shall be completed on
thrt en off and lost. By ecientific ex- or before the let .day of December,
And all ments East.
and sixty years of practical 11.96.
terintents
cheerhilly
furnished
in
Information
brewing Peet ems proved that eight
Sec. 3. The cost of the original
application dt City Ticket °See
Four Route," No. 159 Fourth ave., o days are reqtered to
make perfect construction of said sidewalks, inWrite to
Melt. This gives the barley, Allow cluding curb, anti gutters as aforesaid,
S. J. GATES,
'growth
and all the food Yalta of the shall be paid for by the property ownGet! Let. Passenger Department,
grain 4s . retained in Pelee eight -slay era shutting or *fronting the aforeI oeisville, Re.
H. J. MEIN.
Malt. . That is why Pabst Beer is so said street on both' sides thereof to ha
Aka. NAL Att.. • • aisollawad, O. wonriskittg and streagtheeing.
apportiesed to such property owners

Rich Food Value
of Pabst Beer

'et
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BRYAN-SULLIVAN
CONTROVERSY ON
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WOMEN CAN MAKE
NO MISTAKES AT

YOUR WiFEAL.S.0
1JNE?1TS..WHEN

THE RATIONAL
CIGAR STANDS

X(.1' CUT YOURC/OAR
41, IN, HALF

Cigars Women Buy
at National Cigar Stands furnish no material for humorists.
No man can revel that his wife bought the cigars at a National Stand because she will
shvays
irood smokes.
No woman can regret her expenditure at a National Stand,because ft.44..r are aht.a
Cigars sold ender the shadow of the capitol emblem come straight from producer
to buyer,saving all intermediate profits and expenses.
Safety, assurance of satisfaction, pleasant surroundings-all combine to make the
National Cigar Stands ideal purchasing places for &rumen seeking that
always
acceptable present-a bpx of good cage:a. Whets she buys

CUBA-ROMA
Five Cents Each'
!..inti

sad

xxlic
Other In, IS ex 'usively
by NationAl I ip, ••tami.,
Pss.ig
valve In, ifls,,Ohan ha• ever before been kn..n
ia the Una, Imrsaues., ay,

Black wadi Whilst .“
as ewer ass bought at I I,,r•

Sc

Opalloig• Dare

best dosage
tit cigar evet &ski at
. e for 23c
the
finest
• ype 01
Adedi
&won. owl
- • - I lissr 23c
Stirling Castles bar cleas
6c
Ls 'Calla a a lboacs cheat H-aYarla at

for 511.-

and 'Sc

I here sire ala National Cigar- lettinda In Pnaluc:eih sit the folitswIng sadd
and only sit theme ait undo eon ftitstIonsil tel.ligssess teas eststain ed.

W.,B. McPHERSON, 335 Broadway.
Ni
F. E DUNN, Seventh and ClarStreets.
J. D. BACON, Seventb and Jackson Si,.
J. C. GILBERT, 1646 Meyers Street.
PETTITS RED CROSS PHARMACY, 12th and Trimble Sts.
JAMES P. SLEETH, 904 Broadway.

Rudy, Phillips 1Co.
219-223 BROADWAY

5,

FALL HATS
just received our first shipment of Fall Hats,
l
WE have
walking or traveling styles-this season's newest
- creations.

Prices $2.00 to $7.50
Should you he going away let us show you your going away
Hat, in the latest fall 1906 styles.
•

0 DYSPEPSIA CURE
DIGESTS WHAT YOU EAT
tae 24 &mos the Mel eve whir h sells lot SO siola
rs.II oo bow.rs•rrfr
PROPAR0
11 055.5 AtPIII
Y
LADORATOIM OP
I

II

O. D•WiTr juvolaskourra_cuicAGo. 11.5.

SOLD BY LAPNI BIOS
•
according to the front feet so owned
by them, as such other original Improvements are paid for under charter
and ordinances of the city of Paducah, except the city *hall Pay for all
intersections of streets and public alleys, if any stash there be.

Works, in accordance with the terms
of the contract made between ihe contractor and the city a Paducah fbr
t* original improvement of the store,said sidewalk's. curb, and 'patent, and
in no other way
•

Sec. 5. This ordinaries. shall „iaka
See. 4. The contractor etiquetted effect and be in forms from sad after
meth contract Mall he paid Ott estimate its adoption, approval and piblicafurnished by?the City Enirineer atid tiOn.
Adopted July 2, 1906,
of Public
*approved le the Board

MOO. 0. SUBBOOM,
President Retard of Councilmen.
Adopted August
1906.
0. B. fITARKill,
,
President Board of Aldermen
Approved August 13, 1006
D. A. YEWIER, Minor
Attest:
HP)NRY RALIACY,
Cit! Clerk.
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WHAT IT REMINDED HER OF.

AFTERNOON AND WEEKLY

BY Tag SUN PUSLIS111141000.
Uri Hoofs About

-

Little I:reek

Ornom ila Sousa Tbird.

WIT

DRUGS ARE WORSE
THAN BAD LIQUOR We
Sea Wheeler Campbell Talks
About Traffic.
Favors Idea of Publicity to Discourage the Prat-Gees of Its
Devotees.
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Paym Yonag ancago mg] New York ewe
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THIS YEAR El
E KITTYNo More Proft...4A011

owners In Thl. City a
cirruk Find IC
f seedy.

i'INC.IANEs

TEAM

What the Kitty leagt
Poultice plaster, and if
the circuit do not shoe
eat in the learne fore
mean another job for th
The Kitty league is
and this fact can be el
the receipts of the toast
not
and neith•
er team in the league
probably leading in at
that is not haying mudt
It le. tipped. and a r
that, that there will
league next season. It
unoMelally that Potted
who holds the strings
will not be In the ring
The investment Is not-rin Vincennes. even wit
team. In Paducah it is
ry
Tbia morning one In
know warred that Ps
after this season expert
tlon of professional be
rah bail enthusiast,' ha
deep enough into their
team to live, and it ha
of "dig" for the pros
sport for the lest sevet
fact the local fans hay
it a paying proposition.
September will see t
an4 with It the tombsto
leas be planted. This fa
and after Paluesh fat
treated to a ['bat for a
It 1WIY• 'be that some "I
' amit into the game agate
It looks like a ror
.114wk of King flas•bal
tor some time to come.
PALL ON MUSS.
-- Randle la Revere 'nine
Rosis.
-L
As the relit It of falli
lug his knee on'a gray
boa., Eleventh and Oh
CHIA Rosie the .popula
atichael Bross.ls cool
home Oxley. Four Mite
te close I/
3
441

MAY

THS SUN ma be bound at is. following
gleam;
R. 0. Clanial•10s
Vaa Calla arra
Palmer Howse.
John atlbeim's.

A mother's scream sit
her three-year-old dau
lace park station last
o'clock, when Mr. and
KoLb.7ere driving in i
The little girl, the day
Ham Greek, was direet
the bersees hoofs analnot seen her when wa
cries of the mother. TI
right ankle was injun
bone being broken. Dot
able to be tip but the at
in splints.
William Greek opera
satIon at Wallace park,
went stand on the pile
.station at Wallace earl
cident was due to the
to cross ahead-of the 1
"I was driving slow'
stated. 'and did not me
all. I heard a wontaii
jerked my horse' to the
pod him and then saw
ing in the road. We te
Parris Bros.' grocer/
elan Was called. Dr. I
found that the ankle
small bone being fraeti
not a serous injury.
limit feet treated the 1
she tried to run acre
&heed of no velerle I
why I pulled to the r
saved the little girl fret
neve."
The egild was stand
father's stand and had
Only across the street,
not seen her bnt her nit
niother'• scream Was al
lion of the danger.

Vicar's Daughter: "4..hop• you are •njoying the music, Mrs.
Bowles?'
Old Women; "D•aria me, miss, this brings me back to the days
when I
used to saw wood!"

TUESDAY, Al (.1ST 14.
CIRCULATION STATEMENT.
July 2... 3957
July 3....3951
July 4....3952
July 6..0 3951
July 6..74019
July 7....3935
July 9-.3936
July 10-.3933
Jule 11....39611
July 12.-3999
July 13..0 3964
July 14.. 3968
July 16.. 3957

by the fact that they are left open, and
scattered heaps of brick, 6 inches to a
foot in height, loose curbing and
ditch,. lie in hi* pathway, while the
street is no dark at that point, that
one cannot discern whether there is a
sidewalk ahead of him
On 'other
streets pegs are driven in tkle middle
of the sidewalks, which not only eo!angrr the safety of pelt-meaner, but
throw the city liable for heavy damages

TellopuubwlitislhanthdetfohersetnuilossAoyef
vi nothing to , conceal!
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W
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No stl:rcts to
arl.lsoAurimrraiendatc-

for 1906. If eve de not helve et copy we will
gladly send you one. Then show the formulas to your doctor. If he does
not approve, then do not buy; if he approves,then buy, and keep these standard family medicines on hand.
2,Fia.
ege
n:rs2.- gr;::=Seeeseseo.

ING0111•0111•Ts0
Y. K. Maw Atimitaras.
was J. Paavom. GOMM* Kaasege.
SUSEICRIPTION RATES:
•
•naterea as sa• peetemes at esetwalt. Ky., es
ineeatt elms massem.)
THE DAILY SUN
I
Sy carrier, per week.
1.10
Sy mail, par month, is advamea........_ .02
ey man, per year, Is barmier
THE WEEKLY SUN
Per year, by mall. postage paid
SIM
Address THE SUN. Paihmals. Ky.

Tried to Crum Pike in
George Kolb. Bets
He Drew Hi

ANKLE HOUND

TUESDAY. AUGUST 14.

LIE1104 NEWSPAPER MEN.
littiekefeller Nays He /Pixels Shegaidne
Writers a (lutrotiag (law Aboo.

INTRODUCE LEGISLATION

Senethr Wheeler Campbell "
the drug habit is worse than the
habit, tie believes that a law compelling the publication of names of all persons buying drugs of a narcotic nature
would suffice to binder the growth
the drug habit even If it does 11..1
stamp It out altogether.
So strongly does the senator beetv.
this, that he intends to Whig the matter up in the legislature, and do what
he can toward warding off one of the
greatest evils which has ever menaced
the public.
"My plan is to pass a -law wh'ch
will make 'it compulsory to publish
names of all peroons who bu narcot
Ica .without a ph-)siciaree prescription,"
he explained. "The cle records are
published by law, and I believe that
the same kind of law can be passesaffecting the state. I think that people who buy morphine and other en n.tar drugs to satisfy their eravines
would ratter quit than see
•,
In print. Print the natives ei
and it will serve to do away,'o a great
degree, with the drug habit
"I understand' that drug fiends
I feir outright lies and du anything to
procure the dreg."

'111.

RACKET STORE

Unusual Purchase,
Unusual Sale
Our three stores "cleaned up" one hu6dred dozen Shirt Waists, the end-season
lots of the factory.

111.00, $1.25 AND $1.30 W AISTS AT 89C,
July 17... 3965
Cleveland, Aug. 14.-- John D. RockJuly 18... 3954
WAISTS WORTH UP TO $2.50 FOR Mk%
efeller greeted his friends at the Euclid
July 19....31155
WAISTS WORTH UP TO 105.00 FOR $11.48.
insane Baptist Sunday school with a
July 20....3158
THeNrie ARE PRA(T WALLY ALL MEW
cordiality and freedom never before
July 21.-3961
town by hen. His light-heartedneas
THERE
.tRE ALL Kl NDS-LONG SLFIEVIN AND SHORT
July 23....3944
was shown by his greeting of CleveSLEEVES.
July 24....3940
Cud'. 'lent newspaper reporter. The
July 25....3987
THERE .J/0: MAIN LINENS
EMBROIDEItEo
AND
rethorter was convereteg with Age- tJuly 26 ...4017
Charges of graft in public oMce ent Superint
LINENS.
endent Briggs when the
July 27....8385 are pretty strong mIssilen for even
• THERE %RE PEEK-A ISME4 AND TETER PANts.
oil king came up behind and slapped
July 28
3961 an irresponsible publication to hurl
him on the back. Mi. Rockefeller knFACT, ALL SORTS,
July 30
3987 about promiscuously, and when hurtvited the reporter out to his leaflet
SALE BEGINS WEDNESDAY NIOELNING AT 8 O'C'LOCE
July 31
3942
at all should be aimed at some Hill home
to play golf, and then spoke
AND WILL LAST A24 LONG AS THERE ARE ANY WAISTS.
definite object. In a long-winded,and of the eleit
of the American press huTotal
107,437 vague sort of accusation of the pres- morists
NO TRYON.
to him last fall. adding: "Do
Average July. 1906
4132 ent general council, the alleged Dem- you know,
NO EXCHANGE.
1 find newspaper men-end
eiverage July, 1905 ..........3710 ocratic organ on Fourth street,
/1414149
which even magazine writer,--a charming
Ni) TELETHON le tsR DERS.
has opposed nearly every local Dem- class perm:rall
y. They imposts me as
Increase
422 ocrat who ever ran for once, the being a really sincere
type of men. I
charge la made that
the 'people thenk newspaper training fits a man
PersonaJly appeared before me, should "kick the grafters
aside and for making sequalintancee quickly and
this August 1, 1906. E J Paxton. see that the law
is enforced regard- fits him to judge the worth of them in
general manager of The Sun. who af- ing the purehaseable
407 Broadway
element," This the same shore time."
HIlUGH HOUSE,
firms that the above statement of bhe after an equally general
remark that
circulation of The Sul for the month "It is conceded that
Private'. From Foat Sill Tear Up a
some member,
GIRSON SPRINGS
of July, 11106. is true to the best of are conveniently fitted
for the place:
Lawton liewort.
his knowledge and belief.
Without pausing to inquire just hew
Wild have a New iftelern Hotel of
PETER PURTEAR. Notary Public.
man Is "conveniently fltted" for
Lawton..0k., Aug. 14.-Thirty' priLarge (Smelly.
My COMEIS•1012 expires January a place in the general council,
vate 'soldiers made their wjiy to Law.
we
22. 19401..
gftotest that the editorial regteree . Finer...eft
by a trust company or tonat 9 o'clock Sunday evening from
specification or an apoteley. If there Memphis.
the Gibson Wells property Fort Sill, and went immediately to an
Deily
is any graft--any suspicion of graft
of Gibson. Teen., the well-known eaer end 'melee of ill-hone to avenge
He climbs higher who helps an- --aseociated with the work
of the summer resort, will be entirely ren- grievance OOP of the soldiers had. It
other up." '
present -general council, The Sun ovated
and for summer resort con. is alleged that fourteen of the party
sun& late ths betellsg.-sig.• oL-thew
watitn-01111_•-1.1n to set it hot on
.- .sett-pterturetr.Nieholaleviteb.
oboe° trail of the grafters.
pare favorably with the larger east- l'oarried the evanesce and the remainname soutids like a summer' drink.
ern resorts. Gibson Springs has been ing ten !scattered abate in the dark
but who in reality is a hard-headed
Nobody, not eves hie partlran ene sought by pleasure
When the Intruders bad secured posseekers and sick
member of thy Ruesian nobility, is Mita, Will d esp.:te 'Secretar
ef the howe. hinting ordered
y
Rona- people desiring .tlan‘ curKivf. ewer
.,
the first Member of that exclusive parte', specific for
eastpone eft, tberHHered on the i•Ork
the eradleaticm of for more than half a century.
In
the
circle to manifest seymptons of a de- anarchy - tee extermination
at deinoledeng everytttieg In sight
of anar- Last few years the
springs have been
gree of intelligence befitting his rater chists. Many- murder's
Pictures were torn from the walla.
appeariin many allowed to run down somewhat
but
and importance Nicholas Nichoiate- forme and many degrees
carpets from, the floors, windows were
in every com- it is now proposed to build
a new ho•itch knows enough to get in out of munity, and we have graded
the pun- tel along modern architectural tele': broken out, furniture was completely
.the rain, and if •preeited far enough lehment to flt the crime. Sometime
rtened and a $.00 piano wag In tkit
s It is thought by selling the stock
0'
might get in out of the reign Here- our human impulses compel us
heap of debris left behind. The loss
to con- the DPW company to investors
who
'tofore it has been usual for Tartar done the mime of homicide
will reach $700. •
, but we would patronize the
resort that suffipeers and plebians elevated to the barbor no feeling except
hatred for cient returns on the investme
nt
will
ministry to become blinded by the those horrid creatures, that advocate
CLEARED PLACE Volt (MAUI,
be assured to warrant the initial ex:
dazzling glory of the premiership and murder arid thowerloste its doctrine
poser.
The
architect
s'
plans
and
buzz around the court- until reduced as a principle to Melte the unbalanc
ed drawings of the
Change of Bill Nightly
building will be 015- Mr. Catietleman Selected a new gem&
to the ranks again by the Influence and mental
cripples to violenceHis Mother.
played in Chtilvie'elevindnw
of a court cabal, or reduced to asbes
by the bomb of an anarchist. Not so.
Notice Attorney .lerome, of New
Martin, Tenn. Aug. 14.--.14..P.(bsGamper; Take. louse.
Nicholas Nicholaievitch He was pick- York.
says he is willing to run for
Comae, who killed his wife and then
Washington, August tq - Presled out by his Imperial relative to
go'vemor on the Democratic ticket.
rememittei suicide this morning, lived
dent Gamper's. of the American Feehead the army and become military Our
observation o' Jerome leads SID to
live miles from %ere, and was well
eration
Labor,
of
in am authorizea
dictator of Russia. To the ordinary itemise
that he Is always ready to run
known in this communityWhen his
statement, today takes Issue with
man this traesient splendor would on
almost any kind of a ProPoeition•
wife had him arrested for the wile 'rid
Chairman Shonts. of the isthmian cahave been auMcient compensation for
and he runs well, whether running for
burning of her home he was tried here
nal commission, on some or the tatcertain death. But Nicholas Nichols', or from.
before Esquire Dun nagan, who releas•
tetra statements as to the emptoyvetch Is made of different stuff. Be•
ed him because the evidence was not
elem.( of roolle labor In tee convent-fore the czar's fleas. had received
sufficient to connect hien
with the
After a'l the exposures of t* con tine of the Panama
canal Mr. Uompofficial publication, and while the
crime. Sunday Mr. Castleman went
nection of the Pennsylvania railroal ers character
ized as an absurdity the
rumor of the grand .duke's new honto the family _graveyard of Mr. Hurt.
with the coal companies in the east. rontentio
n of Chairman Shonts that
or was wet upon the revolutionary
near his old berme, and cleared off a
the revelation is made (ha' other HOPS the law
with respect to the •XeLUKOD
press, SOWIP preeipitate anarchist,
plate beside his mother's grave, statCY/Taro; the ice combine. Now, we
of
Chinese
is only applicable to terwith a "glass arm" or • "Charley
ing' that he wanted to be buried there
knew What is (near.. 1.) the term. ritory
at that time atthject to tne auHorse," made a wild
throw or a "summer
Washington, August 14.-- Judge Includes
when he died. lits wishes will be car-.
Hoes."
57 counties
thority
It embraces
of
the
Cnited
States,
homb,and Nicholas Nicholaievitch de.
and that ried
out, sod his wife will be burled William Robert Smith, who repre- nearly one-third
of the state of Texthe canal zone was acquired subse("lined the tendered honor. Either the
sented
the Sixteenth Texas district in as,
at Gardner.
and is 600 miles long by 400
Rive the I. ord !al reception of oar quent to that date
czar will have to recognise the tranthe house of' representatives and
who mtles wide. It Is of a wee of
secretary
of
state
on
tour
his
following
diamond
scendent statesinainike qualities
has
been
jia Washington since the ad- shape
PFXITLIAR ACCIDENT
and is as large as the great
Falls Into Boiling Water Vat.
Nichnien, Nicholalevitch, as the only the Pan-American emigre's. and the
journnlent of eongress, hes received
state of Pennsylvania. One of
St. Joseph. Mo., August 14.-J
the
member of the grand ducal- party social conqueet of his family, we
Rebuked ID Severe Injury to Ira'Brakes word of his renominationi as_a result counties le El Paso,
and a person can
trite, aged 28. who came here from
possessing discretion, or he will be feel free to bows? that South Age/arks
of
the recent primaries in bits baili- travel
Tosteelda
y.
across the county, 175 miles,
compelled to exercise more secrecy haft accepted our overtures, Root and Kansas City three years age. felt
wick. The district represented
by on a railroad. In order to reach
from a narrow board used as a ironsstow his appointments, so that the branch.
some
Judge
Smith is the largest in area in parts
the
Ira Brakes, it' young man
of his distric' Judge Smith has
essees
-0ing over a vat filled with boiling wa•
anarchists will not kill off his future
the United States. It la larger than.
north
32
carrying
side,
candle
a
was
to travel 300 nilles in a private
In lermisville, where the "lid is on," ter. at the Swift
candidates before they qnslify.
concompany's packing
power electric iigtit globe In hie pocket the entire New Sngland states. and veyance or on
a theater_ audience was let into the plant today,
horseback.
and will die. Strite was
•
afternoon
Trimble
yesterday
on
a
building, via the fire escape and the dangerou
sly Injured In about the
snugly In a big baby buggy Miriam,
Perhaps, when another woman falls
extravagant. He aceutnulated a
street car. He forgot to exercise the
skylight. It is said, the elevator be, same
great
manner leveret weelts ago, and
into an Open hole, or a pedestrian
Prudence and Louise Swain, triplets,
quantity of debts.
leURI care and leaned against the rear
brought down the house.
returned to work today. The water
stumbles; at a dark 'greet eroscifig owl
were the center of attraction at the
"His father gave him a talking
of the „car. There was a dull exploto
was laved in scalding hogs It wiz
*nes the city of Paducah for damages
Decatur races, and were admired by
Oa* day.
grabbed
Brakes
sion
hip.
and
his
The
Perhaps
the
treasury
authorities with difficulty, and only
for personal injuring. the hoard of tritiall
the
horsemen
after se- globe did not cut him but a great
. The children are 3
"'Suppose.' he said, 'that I
are purchasing 'silver in anticipation verely
shoule
lie works will issue further manifeescalding themeelves.
that knot on his flesh the Om of an ordi- Years old, and were born it Mount be taken away
of
a
suddenly, what woutn
rush
the
on
'supply
of
silver
dol. Strite's fellow-workmen were able to
wanes. that It has iogructed the remit
Pulaski, and have the distinction of
ese
become of you?'
nary fist was caused by the force of
Ians for eatnifaign contribution* and
commissioner otr,
rescue him alive from the vat.
being the only set of triplets of manet the public
ithe explogion, and the young man was
Bryan dinners.
'"I'd
stay
here,'
the
will not let the board pt pithier works
boy answered,
0
born in this locality- that have lived
badly fri gh toned,
__D
off with an excuse. Tee public looks
pate the first few months. They can smiling. 'The question is,Whett wooed
Orators Are Selected.
Hire laws are designed- to ext thresh
become of your"
to the board for scrompl.latments, not
talk well and are the picture ot
Columbus,jj Angint 14.-- JusSTARTLING THUNDER.
red lights
forme enstructions to Nibordinate.
tice W R. bay, of the I'nited State-.
health. They are the daughters or
Mrs. Weida's Ptrneral, _
The board. In the fleet plate, aliowed
loamy real After skeinagist Avenged Dr. W. A. Swain, a veterinary sursupreme court, and Senates John t's
Dynamite Club Hoene.
The funeral of Mrs.-Catherfn
the contractors and others engaged In
Daniels,
geon.
of
e KeeN'irginip,
al'e
to
be the
the City.
Dubuque, Is., August 14.- Some
•
sig was held Get afternoon at It
improvements on street"' to set ahead
o'clock
one pieced dynamite on the front, orators at the dedication of the Mctworkes tot the coselence. Eighth
of It by tearing up streets eitis-Aing
Memorial on Septenther 14.
STA
Mane people are wondering today at
steps of the Ilubtetne club building
Ton Brave.
Iveknon streets. The
In both (Directions, and for the fel exthe
pa,,hearers role
annivers
sfy
of
the death of the the phenomenal peat of thunder which
"The bravery of young mere" said
thts evening and the explosion which
&Veers. Kamiesitor, Louis Kolb,
tent of their emptiest! work. Then
Sr.,
startled nearly every one in the city Rear Admiral Ruttier at Atlantic
followed wrecking one of the pillaru president.
George Oehisehlattger, Sr_,
the contrarters'petted down to per.
Charles
slumbers
early
an
at
from
City.
his
"i.e
hovnr
a fact that I shall never
at the entrance and many windows.
Steinhauer Chris Burger and
form their tacks leisurely. This Sae
-Heade Miffing Institute.
Charles
this morning. There was no prempn- cease to marvel over. Did you ever
This Is the second outrage of the
Smith,
had _enough, but street eroatengs, tMt
Caicniet, Mich., Ang. 141'tory
runibling
hear
and
crash
just
.no
of
a
hope
Thomas
hind in two months. No One was
too forlorn, a risk too
closed to pedeteriants. are in a dangerF. Cole, of DiCuth, was elected presi !oh& round sound, like . terrific
ex- overwhelming, for the young men or
it
ous coriditioot. and threaten permanent
Mad Mullah on linmpnge.
dent of the Lake Superior *Ming In plosion, and everyone who heard le the armies and
navies of the world to
inehry to ail who Salk over them at
London, Aug. 14. The
etitute, whict Is bolding its annual arose and looked
ithderfa
window,
terreepoedke?
ut elf the
exMiss Menke Robertson nag gone
night. At Sixth and Jefferson streets
ent at Aden of the Mail
meeting here. J. W. Amberg, of Chi- pecting to we the work of
reports that
the llgh to Springfield Mo., to visit her aunt,
"If only the young men's wiedem
for Instance, where red lanterns are
the Mad Mullah ha, raided
cago, was eiected one of the managing nine. No reports
the Oomof damage have equaled their bravery' But
Mn. Molly Rellston
that ot alilend border,
hung on piles of tree three feet high
board.
killing more than 1.been made. It was a most unusual Impossible. Sometimes
I think boys 000 of the
ne thought seems- its,have been taken
Ra-rehatoe eribee'dwelileg
man ifeetiftion.
YOU DON'T HAVE TO
have so much bravery that there Is
All Tickets
of Ole welfare of the pedestriwn. who Kymy clam maim you seal baser.WAIT
In the Oggden.region and
Las-Pa
capterleg
no room In them for anything Mae.
1P00 camsw
Ii Ihrlted to walk along the ekletralka bone MN alba* gold.
,NOM lad sa ea• rot. torturer at the Wrath:Ida Studio
Girl Triplett. Are Petted.
"I used to know a boy who. was
Maw leak alma learreare Mork He.
Will be honored untll ItIpthidebr
- Decatur, Ill., August II.Tuckee brave enough,
but reckless, canters
SeEerIbe For The Kaa.
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tie Clark returned home Monday'etAhAv.•••••%%•Wish.toislets•••••%•••••1•11s•A's•VisNAAAA•11.106
ter a visit to relatives in Mayfield.
People and
Oliver Sutherland les returned to
Paducah
after a visit to the family of
Plsasant Events
Fayette Sutherland in Graves county.
klis wife will recontinue to retuain
by the bedside of Mrs. Sutherland as
Pertiee seeding in &flounce of so, she is quite low.
dal entertai
-no, eel plciee rage
Mr. and Mrs. John Wilkins have
them. as The dun will not publish
returned home after a visit- to the
communications seet to that are mot
family of Albert Wiley in Graves
elopes&
CO unty.
Miss lier,lha Regel left this morn('ard Patty.
In cornyeirnent to her sister. Mrs ing for Paducah to spend a vacation
of one week, visiting friends and relMark Anth* , of Lexington,
KY.
atives.-Mayf
ield Monitor.
Mrs. W. B. M't
entertained at cards
Mr. James Qualls, stenographer In
this morning at
home on West
Jefferson
street
e decorations the office of Trallimaster L. E. Mcwere sunflowers and t"h color scheme Cabe and Joe Ryburn. stenographer
was carried out in the lees. The fire In Master Mechanic R. J. Turabull's
office, have gone to Denver to spend
prize was receivei b) Mies lAthe
Ma.
Winstead, a cut glass filagree cologne a two weeks' vacation. They will also
bottle, and .Miss Margaret Park re- visit in Salt Lake City and then westceived the consolation prize, a copy of ern towns.
Mr. Roscoe Halley, of Mississippi,
the Garden of Allah, which she presented to Mn'. Anthony. In atteod- is visiting in the city.
County Attor.ney ...then Barkley hae
mire were,Meadames Victor N'orts, F.
gai
J. McElwee, Hubbard WeIls, George returned from Olympia Spfings, Seth
erre
Bros. are sole agents for Carterville, B. hart, C. L. Van Meter. John
Rich- county, Ky., after attending he annual
Ill., washed coal. Phone 339.
ardson, Lawrence Cleaves- and J. B. meeting of the County Attorneys' asLOCAL LINES.
The annual $5.00 excursion to
Baker, and Misses liattle Newton. of sociation. He had a good time. Toe
VIcago via. I. C. R. R. will be run Circlevlitle, 0.. Lillie Mae Winstead business wa, merely a discuwiion of
Tuesday, August 21st. A great many Margaret Park, Olar• Park, -Mary
K the affairs of the office.
people are prepa-Ing to take advant- Sowell, Hazel McCandiees.
-For Dr. Pendley ring 416.
Mr. B P. Pool has returned from
-C. L. Brunson & Co. have moved age of this special excursion, which Is
Mayfield after a business trip to that
Ctheir flower stere to 629 B:-oadway. the most popular run by the Illinois
Surprise Party.
city.
A surprise party was given Mr. 0
-Dr. °Insert, Osteopath, 400% Central railroad.
Detective T J Moore continues to
B. Wheeler last evening by a few of improve at Riveroide hospital
Broadway. Phone 196.
his friends at his home, 1119 North
Miss Maude Stafford, of Memphis.
-Dr. J. V. Voris, dentist, 200 FraThirteenth street. A delightful lunch- is visiting In the city.
ternity building.
eon to courses was served to the
Miss hlary Rescoe, of Kettace, Is
-Thered.as, August 14, is the big
guete, who included Misses Cather- visiting Miss Edna Bukey.
day for the local Illinois Central railine and Mary Berkane of Cincinnati;
Mr. Fred Wade has gone to Crab
roaders. It is par car day and means
Weide and,Lelia Price, of driimia. Orchard Ky., on a vacation.
the dietribution of thousands of dolTenn.: Mabel Leming, Mrs. William
Molt ou Account.
lars among railroaders and a good
•
ILLINOIS cawrnAL
Judge R. T. Lightfoot today tried House: and Messrs Haragon, Roth.
h.siness for Palle-an merchants.
KEITURSION BULLETIN
Robinson and Reuse.
--The fortieth series, of the Me- the, suit of Lucien Durrett against ('
(breashoro, Ky.-Of/yen lulls Ch•u
A.
Torrence
on
an account of 161 and
chanics Building and Loan Ass'n Is
tauqua. letee of sate Aergest 1st to
Lawn Piety.
now open. This is a sure ten per gave judgment for that amount
210. 1006. limit Aegust 32nd. 1901
Mire Mary Bork, was the hoetees of
cent investment,
where carried
Round trip rate $/..76, limit three
a pretty lawn party given last evening
Three Matte PlIed.
itelelliffillIMAILWIWINZIM6W6N11411i1TAW4A%%•••••.1.14.%%%isitAlsV
through to maturity, and pays six per
Round trip
days from date of salt
ols.
Three suits ;ere tiled In circuit at her home on Clark -treat, compli- rate $4.75.
cent on withdrawals. We also have
mentary
to
her
guest,
Mies
Lillian
money to lend. See F. M. Fisher or court this morning. They follow.
Minneapolis and St. Paul, Minn.12th street oar litre. W. D. Oreee.
City National bank against Max Hoadgtna, of Eva1}5V ills. Oolored National Encampment Grand
R. G. Boone. .
527 Broadway.
Army
lanterns added to the festivity of the
-Old Reliable
Carterville. III., Nem on a mote of SAO.
of the Republic. Dates of sale Au3. E. MoRtfAN, oLscksmitli. 409
Numerous amusements were
Wiliam Sine against the Paducah scene
washed nut, and egg coal Is the
gust 11th, 12th god 13th, 1906, reB. Third. Old phone 457. Superior
provided
the
guests
an
et
the
conTraction
company for $10,000 damcheapest. Bradley Bros. Phone 339.
turn Molt Angtist list, 1904; by dework guaranteed
Exclusive agent
ciliation of the games delightful re-One load of our coal will make Agee for pertional injuries He had a
positing ticket an paying as of 50
for fore stone side wire tires the beet
freshments
were served.
you an advertiser for us. Bridle)* leg eut off by a street car at Third and
cents tickets can be extended to SepWHEN YOU ONYT RATIOS of OM rubber tires made
Jackson streets, June 12. Hu was
Bros. Phone 329.
tember Seth 1906
Round trip rate Insurance
on your properties, you will
WANTED MEN EVICRYWHICRII
Regt,teiee at the Palmer today are: $14.34.
- -Dr. Reynolds, °cutlet, has re- driving Robertson's Ire wagon.
find them alike everywhere, sa rates -oiled pay -to distribute eirculers.
Hon.
011ie
M.
James,
City
Marion.
National hank against J E.
Ky.; N
moved Porn Ithaternity building to
Old Pellet Comfort. Va., and return
are alike, but agents are not Writing adv. Matter. tack &ling.-etc. No tinD M CYPIV Hopkinsville. Ky.: Will --$11.70. Tickets
oferee over Rl1e
& Cook's photo- ,EnglIsh on a note of $31e)
will-be sold for
Lyme, Cittchesha, I. T.: Sam it Oro a. trains No. 122 and No. 103 of Auguat fire and Cyclone Josurance eerie- 'sash*. National Adv. Bursa*.
graphers, South Sixth near Ikro*51wai.
me&
lewd, licethild; Ky.: 0. B. Hetet% 10th, ,.n'No 1414- Anemic! Itii, 190g, Abel), we are better-prepared to pr
- Veit rellekiket Cfriumeni.
Sun olfrre
preisied
We
•
tact your interests
The companies -60N7RAe'MR WEIKEL deaneA new °electing sod rating enm- Jerkson, Teen.: B. L. Travis SaltIlfo limited to August 27.th, 1904
slab the very latest things In engraved
we represent ars sound, solid and sol- ry and concrete work
a epecialty
Roanoke, Va.-- National Fireor printed millet; card, and invitatfois Parry today fled articles of Incorpori- Term.: Harry H.. Michael. Ciattinneti;
vent
Come and Dee Its and get post- lace 126 South Fourth. Moms
Gus 3. Bretz. 'Louisville; J. C. Suther- men's AssociatIoe. Dates
490.
Of any kort. and is making special tion in this '011410
of sale Au- ed
MSc* !No 103 SouthSeosa Reeldeace phase 1237.
Prompt at.
"The Credit Ou:de company" is the land, St. Loses: B. H. Igen. -Louis- gust 12 and 13, 1906, limited to Auprices no* torn few days.
Street
Office photos No. 940 refl. tantios in all estimates.
rtse of the ivirepany, sad the Weer ville: J. B. Simon, New York: e 1. gust 31, 1906. By depositing ticket
-Dr V. Ire, phssIan. •Phonts
Residence _phose No
5110•a.
Res.
.PgtrIck, Nei York:. W. C.. Woods awl teethe fee of 50
251-2% Office Fraternitywbathlint.
pirlitlF,foe Jodtsph.
A MODERN HONE for sale Ste
cents, tickets sportfully, Julius
Friedman.
Brook
port.
$1.:
H.
T.
Emerson.
Occeo•
-City subscribers to the Daily Deeherger, each boding two shams of
can be extended to September 15.
rooms, bath, furnace
hardwood
la,
Ark
CLEANING and pressing scatty floors, up-to-date in every
Sun who wish the delivery of their stock. The capita' "'rock is flied at
1906. Round trip rate $19 65
particudone.
Jams
$600
phone
Duffey,
712-r.
old
iWA.„stirkied foto shares of MO
papers stopped must notify our colBelvedere: P. W. Ezell, Nashvire
lar. Apply- on prettifies at 416 North
Peoria,
-National Encamploetors or Make their requests direct each. The nature of the business i; eon.: Jesse Olive, Bddyville, Ky.„; U. ment Sons of Veterans II.
WANTED-Cook at 327 South rota street.
S. A. Dates
_
to The Sun Mice. No attention will the general collection of debts and the FrItsier. fit. Loots: W. L. King. Union of sale August 19 and 20, 1906, lim- Fourth street. Chris Liebel.
IF YOU WANT A HOWE Of a barCity, Tenn.; Darla Baum, Memphte. ited to
be paid to such orders when given to sale of credit ratings etc.
August 31, 1906. Round trip
FOR REKT--Teo rooms
Apply gain in Worten's addition on SixTenn C. S. Clark, Evansville, Ind.; rate $11.56.
Our carriers. San Pub. Co.
teenth street. easy payments, goo
1218 Clay street.
T. M„%nderrion, Memphis. Tenn.
--Ladles. get one er those Phoebe
Lomeivertlis to Stay.
or call J. Henry Balance. Old ;Sone
Milwaukee, WI..- Grand Aerie
Messrs_ Charlie B. Martin and Will
Pan Purses at R. D. Cements A comHEATING and stove wood, Frank 828 ring 5.
Oyster Bay, Aug. 14 -RepresentFraternZI Order of Eagles. Dates of
pany. the latest in penes and • great ative and Mrs. Longworb wi:1 remain Burces engineers o% the Cairo-PaduLavin, both °hones 437.
FOR RENT-- The store house.
sale August 10. 11 and 11. 1906.
guests of the president until Friday cah Illinois Central run, went to
convenience to the wearer.
4
limit August 22, 1906. Round trip - FOR RENT-One side of store corner 16th and 'nutmeat* streets.
-Before leaving on your summer On tbat day they wilt leave Oyster Bay Wickliffe today to'attend court.
Good dwelling up stairs. Will make
426 Broadway. noses 1513.
rate $15.50.
_
vacation don't fail to have The Sun for Washington and Cincinnati.
Deputy Sheriff Hume Ogilvie, wife
good griseery or drug stand. Apply or
Ashland, Ky.-Kentucky State SunUMBRELLA
repairing
and
coverand child went to Nashville today to
forwarded to you. Address changed
write to Jake Biederman Grocery Co
day School Association. Dates of sale ing neatly done. 108% 8 Third St.
visit.
as often as desired. Be careful to
"1.0.8T-Llewellyn setter bird dog,
August Vith and 21s1. 1906. Limit
FOR BALE.- Thirteen-room house,
give postoffire, hotel or street adMr. T. M. liatighn. master car
weighs about 8,5 pounds, black spot on
August 27th. Round trip rate 917 10 modern
cones.fences. Old phone 464;
dress.
builder for the Illinois Central, Is ill
hips, head and back; bob-tailed, _left
J. T. DONOVAN, Agt. City Office
es
°I.
of chills and fever at his home ori
---Ice cream supper and barbecue
FOR RENT- Stable, 326 South
fore leg crooked. Raw -in d for his re
610 Broady:es.
will be given August the. 23rd, at
Booth Tenth street.
Third.
turn to Dr. Herm., Brook Hill Dui:dR. M.-PRATHER, Act., Uaion 134McKendred Odd Fellow ball by the WheatMr. Roy Webb, of-BIckway, Is In
4 •
-TOR - RENT --Nice
furnished in;
poL
'
Opon
Mar
'the city on. a visit to his sister.
Odd Fellows. Speaking by noted ora- rooms, 408 Washington,
Sept
72'4
71
WANTED-- Boys shove Is years
tors. Best music that can be Obtaieed.
Mr. John Sinnott has gone to
Dec.
FOR
RENT
7.5
low
Rooms
Kzenerrion Rates via Southern
with board, of age to learn male spinning at the
74
Woodville. where he will visit Dr. C.
ffiverybody in•ited.
flora326 Smith Third.
Railway From Lowlevilie.
Cohankus Mfg. Co. Can earn from $6
--Our customers are our best adElliott.
A.
Sept
49%
to $8 per week after learning
SC Paid. Mimi.,916.00, August le. -Foll.
RENT,4934
-Furnished
Aphouse
•ertieers. Ask your neighbor. BradMiss Zeta Cobb has returnee
Dec.
II and 12 Relent limit August 31, for winter Address L. care Sun.
45
ply at Um office of the Cohankus
444
home
ley Bros. Phone 339.
after
visit
Mhrray.
a
1/.
Onto-with privilege of extension to Sept
SUITS CLEANED ass pressed 71 Mfg. Co., 9th and Boyd Sta. city.
Mrs, T. J. Ross, of West Monroe
-We guarantee to please you
Sept
30 on payment of 60 rents
21%
31%
tents.
ffieletoon the tallor 113 South
WANTED. roR. D. S. ARMt with Old Taylor, Ky , Lump coal.
street, has reterned from a week's
Dec.
It%
Denver, Coloreds Springs and Pule- Third street.
32%
Phone 1016-a,
Able-bodied unmarried men between
visit
Phone 339 Bradley Bros.
county
relatives
to
..
the
in
PorkVol, $36:00 on sale daily to
FOR SALE-Beentifud city lots on ages of 21 and 35: citizens- at United
-When going away or looking
Mr. C. W. Collie' has returned to
Sept
17.14 1T .0•01
Sept. 30 with return limit of October
funall monthly payments. II C. Hol- States, of good character 'and temhis home In Louisville after a bustter a friend or relative, ring us up. Cotton31st.
lins, Trueheart-Didg., old phone 127. perate habits, who ran speak, read
Remember our carriages -are for
netts trip here.
Oct.
9 57
Asheville. N, C., $15 96 On sale
9.57
white people ()sly. Our servire and
Mr..
Mrs.
and
L.
Moiety.
H.
or
STit-NtiOnl'HICR
a
-winta- poetI on and write English For information
Der
9R6
9.69
daily the year round good returning
carriage. are the best. Prices reasonLowes Ky., are visiting-Is the city.
part or all the ttme. Address W. L., apply to Recruiting Oace, New RiehJan
9.71
9:79
within six months.
s
_
rnoni- House. Padurab, Ky.
•
able and uniformly the same. Both Stocks-Mr. and Mrs. William O'Conner
Sun.
Low Flonsesseekvese Rates to many care
_
phones 768, Painter Transfer Co.
visiting
are
ritatives
city.
the
In
THE OZARK HOTEL at Creel
L. & N._
1.45
FOR RENT-Nice-turnIshed rooms
points In the Southeast, West and
__1
--Do not be deceived,. Bradley
Mr. Richard McGregor has goes to Southwest
Springs,
TA., will make a rate of 18
U. P. •
.1.68%
with
1.68%
bath,
1316
Jefferson.
Also fainon first and third Tuesdays
Eddyville on a business trip.
and $1.0 per week for the bahrtree of
1.32
of each month, June to November in- tly sewing solicited.
Mrs. Kate Elm ot Mayfield, Is
the season. The I C. railroad wit;
St. p.
1.62
.1.87%
clusive.
*ANTED-- To sell your property.
visiting In the city.
reduced rates. The finest mud
etre
Mo.
P.
96
95%
For additional information, tickets H. C. Hollins
For the Ills Attendant
No. 9, Trueheart
Mrs. Rose Franks left today for
baths in the land at The Ozark, also /
Penna.
1.35%
1.16%
etc., call on any agents of the South Bldg. Telephone 137
'
Upon Hot Weather and
week's visit In Chicago.
hot, cold, vapor, spray and shower /
Cop.
ern Railway or address J.
1 -03%
Lkan,
WANTED-1oung men to board. baths.
Orleans,
Greer,
W.
N.
New
Mr.
of
•/
1.63
Sinai.
1.63%
Fresh Vegetables Take
traveling passenger agent, 111 East Bath and other conveniences
. 912
MRS. HARKNESS, Proprietress. i
Lead.
79%
79% is In the city od business.
Main street, Lexington, Ky.: C. FL Jefferson.
Mr. and Mrs Thomas Hoflich, of
4.55 1/
T. C. I.
1.564
Hungerford, district passenger agent,
FARLEY & FISHER, Keterina
timber and farm
Girardeau. Mo., are visiting 234 Fourth avenue,
Ca
55
6b
C F. I.
Surgeons and Dentists. Personal
Louisville: G. 11,
hands.
Good
wages. Frank Lew\
1.06%
1.06% Mrs Barger of Ohio street.
I'. S. P.
Allen, A. G. P. A. St. Louis, Mo.
terstion to all diseases of horses
ber Co., old phone 1458-1.
r. J. K. Hendrick went to Smith•
41%
40%
U.S.
dogs. A light, cool, airy sanitar
yesterday
business.
d
on
FOR R1116T-Flve rooms over scientifically
Si
Opie Reed In Arkansan,
equipped
h
4
Dr. P. H. Stewart went to Marion,
While Opt* Read swas editor of the Kamlefter's growl. Apply to Henry -where every case LA assured eful
Lorni Markete.
a
Ky., today to read a paper before Miran:sae Traveler, one of his office Kamleiter.
.07
Dressed Chickene--15e to 25c
attention. Bring your sick
Rol Crittenden County Medical Soci- force, an excellent
niggle-14c.
HICKORY WOOD-Phones, Old call us any time for co 'stem
a
doyen.
yreing man, died.
It retboves poisonous, painful obety, on "The Surgical Aspects of The day after the funeral they
Butter- 15c. 113.
wsre 442, New 598. Delivered promptly. Office and hoepitai.429 So Third
structions and leaves the bowels
Acute Appendicitis."
Irish
Potatoes
E. E. Bell & $ons.
-Per
The.
ter
sitting
office
the
around
In
Old Phone 1346, new 351 sIdenee.
discussing
clean, healthy and active. The
Attorney J. G. Miller went to the merits of the deceased, when
fieeet Potatoet-Per be, $1 50.
a vie- . FOR RENT-6 room cottage wit" old. 1616.
Murray today on business.
Country Hams- 15c. lb.
Itor entered. "He was it 111040 excel- bath, 1036 Madison street. Apply to
Attorney L. K. Taylor will return lent young man.- said the visitor,
Green Sausage-40c. fb.
Dr. P. H. Stewart.
Pnrilfr's for
today .from Boone's Hill,. Tenn., "and I as'glad to see that yo,i
The JapeSausage-12%r. lb.
Pekin, August 1
ate
TO
SALE
.....CHRAP-i
rour
room
where he has been recuperating from membering him by putting up crepe."
China
brand oil really testes good, is
Country Lard-10e b.
rmed
nese
minister has
cottage with 200-foot lot, on South
an operation on his foot.
Lettuce-Sc bunch
easy to tale and does not nauseto establish a
Read frowned. "Where te any crepe?" Seventh. Terms
that
Japan
Is
re
on application. J.
Misses Ewell Ham, May 1-inmeh- "Right over there," said the other.
ate. Particularly good for chitTomatoes-5c quart.
custom service a/Port Dainy and
We. Troutman. Phone 1666.
-dren.
rey, of Hopitintsville: May Frederick.- I:Crepe be hanged!" snorted Bead,
Peaches-20c basket.
urges China vole similar arrange'
144c et Eirsttles
and Eloise King composed • party "that Isn't crepe; there the office - • FOR RENT--A seven-room house mem.; at the Splitter stations; in
Beans - -10c. gallon.
No. 4.21 North Seventh, with ell mods
who took the _round trip to Smith - towel"
Roasting Ears-Itic dozen.
Made, by the>
Northern Manpluria no as to place
ern -conveniences: R. Rowland, No. 2,
land yesterday on the Royal 'with
tentaloupes--5c to 2.0e.
the traffic on AIe Japanese and RusTrueheart
Col. M. E. Ham.
Butterbeans--1-0e. quart.
All Engagements.
sian railway n an 01111'411 Y.
_
Mr. and
LOST- Bob-tailed fox terrier pup,
Mrs. David
Flake, At the McFadden studio, please postPADITAH GRAIN MARKET.
who have been visiting in May- potte' until the 23rd. Mr. McFadden end of tall white. Liberal reward U
r Halley, who has been
W
1:3114/JIZI43LIATE4
Wheat, 65c btf.left at stand No. 1, Marked house visitIng
field, returned home Sunder. Mr. Is oet of the city .
•
titres In the city, left this
RIO Sal Irlatny.
Inn Plan 17i
Cern, aide bn.
-John Theobold.
Fiske has been ill several weeks.
,
morn in or Evansville. Ind.. and
Night Bell at Side Door.
Hay, No. 1, $17: No 2, $16.
'Mrs. Mary Clark. John' Wilkins
No'matter how small the tinderFOR SAd.11--teasty".teries. s des
Id. 0. He will return here
New crop,'NO. 1.$14; No. L$11. and wife and Wises ldyrtie and Ber- tekiseta, do It es wen as Tel can.
houses t Northview addition nolo bete returning to the south.
44
•

FOR TOMORROW

RUNABOUT
LAM PS

At

317
Broadway

Etirj4b

317
Broadway

White Linen Suit - - $3.98
White Skirts
, 1.29
Ladies' Shirt - - - - 98c

The handiest trick
about tbe house. It
is just the thing
wanted arid needed.
They will he sold at
HART'S this week
for 15 cents-. The
other fellow gets 25c.

•

IN.THE COURTS

GEO.0. HART & SONS CO.

01

-

1

TODAY'S MARKETS

a

Loa%

giro
Castor 04

I

R..•W.WALKCO.i•c_ir.,,... R CO
.

OTHER'S S(
SAVES fli

PX71317(TAIP EVIENTICTI PrE111

lAYFIELD HOPES
TO SHOW GROWTH

I

Ilei Hoofs Aboti

Iiith.I;r4.4;
Extension of Corporation Um
its is Proposed.

Tried to cruise Pike
George hollir's It
He Iiirevi

lite
reape
popuimi,,,,
Mout 'Titre,. Thousand—Lines
Arc Surse)e41.

WoUld

THIS YEAR
Kill
No More. Profess
In Pad
Owners In This CI
(hi circuit Fin
I ars*

11\11;.\\Iss

What the Kitty
poultice plaster. al
the circuit do not
eat in the league
mean another Job f
The Kitty lease
and this fact can
the receipts of the
not drawing, and 1
er team la the le
probably leading
that Is not saying
It is tipped, ant
that, that there
league next mutate
unofficially that I
who holds the str
3'1W-fret-ha In the
l'he Investment is
V4ncennes, eve
team. In Paducah

ri
Ttis morning oI
know stated the
after this season
trOn *Vexed...slop
cob ball enthusiai
deep enough into
team to. live, and
of "dig" for the
Sport for 'he laid
'fact the total fin
it a paying proper
')
Septembei will
and with WIMP to
less he plar•cd.
and after Padued
treated to a rest
It rtlaY be th;caa
get into the gams
It looks Ilk@ •
neck of King 11;
for some time to.
Fa.LL ON G
tile

COAL

11108

ON

FEDERAL

HIS is the event of the season for us,
and if you need a nice pair of Oxfords
to finish up the summer it will te of strong
Interest to you, too. We offer eves)
, Ladies'

Maylield, Ky., August 14— By A
proposed extension of Mayfield's-11m
its the trember of inhabitants will
accessed 3,000. The government,
is said, will grant an appropriatio:
to th,e extent of $100,000 when III,
city can show a population of 8.000
Or more.
The boundary surveyed is as follows:
Regina at George Tarsons, South
May1fs1d, thence east to take in Fr,
thing addltloo, east to Paris road to
take in II A Coulter and Henry
Bennett, thence north along east
fence of fair grounds and to a point
near Coulter's stock barn, then we!..
along street by Ed Crossland
north to south line of clt:, cern.
then north to take In Mrs. liousmi
and Readier' property. Perron Beadic
property the proposed line goes wIl
la shoat 176 feet of the Street rut,
ulna east and west. from Melton's •
Oak Grove church road. Thence d
rectly,tuaa of said road south of sr
road to within about 175 feet of ti.
street that runs east and west at
passes J. R. Atom's house; t h.
west and parallel with said str, .
the section line, thence south of as
section line to the railroad, Ii
oa a straight line to a pciint I ,•
enrporation line in front
bridge on the Mayfield and Duk, .:
road, ihenee south to the beginnit,
which Is the southwest corner of Ni
Parson's Yard.
Federal Building Site.
The bids for site of the federal
building In Mayfield have been open
ed fa Washington and found to be ,
follows: Christian church, Ninth sic
Broadway. $11,000; W. S. Mello.
_ ,Braadarar—erette-eitaistr:- amount given; L. W. Key: Ninth and
$7.800;'J. T. Webb, Eighth
a,
Soule. $12.000; J. T. Weill), F'
and Broadway, $15,000; J. R
mom, Ninth and North, $5.000;
Doughitt Seventh and Water,
000, H. L. Anderson. Eighth at
Broadway, $10,000;
W. L11
Ninth and Broadway, $10,000; \\
Usher, Sixth ank•affal, $7,500

TO HOT SPRIN6S, ARK.
I

1 25

Very

low

round

trip rates

all

slat-11121er.

illustrated Booklets and Full Information Regard•
lug Rates, Routes, Etc., on Request.
GEO. H. LEE,
Gen, Pa's. Art,

SocK1s1R1
System

1 68

P. S. WEEVER,

Tray, Pass. Att.,
Littk Rock, Ark.
Nashvilk, Tenn.

A

a.

Before Trading Your Old Bicycle
In on a New One See

WILLIAMS BICYCLE CO.
North- Fifth St., Next Kentucky Theatre

AT

They can save you mooey, and
your oldl wheel in ex- N.
change.' We want on untake

REDUCED RATES

limited number of sec-

ond hand bicycles.

ON SALE DAILY

FROM CHICAGO TO
St, Paul
Duluth
Butte
Tacoma

Minneapolis
Superior
Spokane
Yellowstone Park

•

Remember this is the cheapest house in town on bicycles
and everything for bicycles.

L.1111TED TO OCT. 31,104MS

Parts furnished for any make of
wheel.
Expert machinists in
our repair shop.
All work

Ashland
Helena
Seattle
Portland

guaranteed.

Arils your ticket rigrat to route
you
Via
Wlas4.orsoln a.:arntrvit RedIvvay
For further information address. JAS. C
POND, General
Passenger Agent, Milwaukee. Wis., or IRA
F. SCHWEGEL, Traveling Agent, 407 Traction Bldg.,
Cincinnati, G.

W. P. Psreov,
President.

R. Rutty,
Cashier

Shirt Bosoms Starched Right
'Ever _halfc _your 4114it ruffled- ifOrri the-12tIrTd
ry
with the bosom starched only in spots and with starc
h
daubed all around the neckband and sides of
the
bosom?
We have a machine which saves you from
such
annoyances.
• No chance to daub starch all over the rest of
the
shirt with this machine.
, Let us demonstrate its value to you.

P. PUIVItall,
Assistant Cashier

Citizen's Savings Bank
Capital

$100,000
50.000
100.000

sum.
-Stock holders liability
Total security to depositors

$250,000

4

THE UP-TO-DATE STAR LAUNDRY

Accounts of Individuals and firms solicited. •
We appreciate
small as well as large depositors and accord
_41 all the same
cpurteous treatment.

Both Phones 200. 120 North Fourth St.

Interest Pesier‘Ttme Deposits
Open Saturday nights from seven to eight o'clock
Third and Broadway

TO LET

uhe LENOX HOTEL

Several superior offices' on second and
third floors of our building, provided with
heat, water, light, electric elevator and mode
rn
sanitary arrangements.
Prices lowest in city for similar offices—
double offices especially adapted for denti
sts.

•

BUFFAL
4 O
Moder•

-

Highest Grads

American -German National Bank

OUR OWN ELECTRIC CARRIAGES
EXCLUSIVELY FOR PATRONS

227 Broadway

Every few minutes between Hotel, Depots,
Wharves and through Business District.
EUROPEAN PLAN
anse, per day sni up
GEORGIC avenge:lamas
FIREPROOF THRouorsoLfT
rwriswe

1

need a pill? Use De Witt'a
rly Risers, the famous littie 11:74Do not sicken or gripe, but
results .
e sure. gold by Lang
Simi
Litt

•

—We •adfis the best players on
the
' 7 marke` we also handle • cheap
ayer.14".11 for prices. D. H.
Baldwin &
520 Broadway

Lump

1 2c

Egg

12c

Nut
Anthracite, per

1 1C

101T

• $9.00

••••••

Never ept carele.
s Ak
work and imagine
that yr,
disposable.

Very
u c low
Special
rates
rrd
S7Fterntbe
rip
r 3 tol4alMlcslutomtmer.Onit way
"Colonist" tickets will be on sak September 15 to 0:tober 31.

ROUN TRIP TICKETS

In this state It Is not necessary to
serve a eve MO'S notice for eviction
f a cold. Use the original laxative
ugh syrup, Kennedy's Laxative Ho• and Tar. No opiates. Sold
by
• Prow

per

TO CALIFORNIA

•

—Our pianos are -known: so si.
we. Ask your neighbor about t`- ••
limas have used
them over '
years; they are guaranteed from seven years to Indefinite time. D. 11.
Baldwin & company, 520 Broadway.

wtthdrawals.we also have
mime; to lend,
See P.11. Flatter or
E. G. Boone.

1 75

Very low round tree rags all summer. Sea
reductions Septemb:r 43 to 27 inclusive.

LENDLER & LYDON

Why does tne sno burn' Why tin,
a mosquito sting' Why do we *re,
unhappy In the Good Old Sony,
Time' Anower_. we don't. We it. Wilt's Witch Hazel Salve, and _the-,
little ilia don't botner us. Learn
'look for the name on the box to gr.'
the genuine Sold by Lang Elm,

on

/2 25

All Sr 50 Oxictida

—During this month
we e
make ipecial prices and terms on
h
\Inds and organs It would
Your time and save you n,
P 0 our pianos and get our pro ,
fore bnying, D H. Baldwin & con,
ny, 620 Broadway.

rent

All $3.on Oxfords
All Jr st., Oxfords
All Poo Oxfords

Prof. Tyler, of Arifherst ci:
said recently: -A man can live
fortably without brains: no man
existed without a (I:Restive
sThe dyspeptic has neither faith
or charity.- Day by day people
Iasi the Importance of caring for thc
digestion; realise the need of it
use of a little correctise after ore
eating. A corrective like Kodol F.
Dyspepsia It digests what you ea
Sold by Lang Bros.

-'""The Igniki aeries of the Werhanies Hatiding....1
Loan Assert Is
now omit. This ,
a pure lea per
cent Investment,
w here carried
through to matelrfty.„id

TO COLORADO

Oxford in the house at reduced prices. All
the new styles and leathers--both lace and
button—are represented and it will pay you
to look over your shoe wardrobe and see how
you stand.
We give some prices below

BUILDINt.

In Severe

An the result I
1IIS his knee on i
home, Eleventh
Met Boas, the
Witthael Bros. I.
now today. For
odred to close di

T

W

A mother's scream
her three-year-old di
lace park station lai
o'clock. when Mr. a
Kolb ?ere driving h
The little girl, the d
liam Greek, was dire
the borse's hoofs an
not seen her when
cries of the mother.
right ankle was inj
bone being broken, I
able to be up but the
in splints.
William Greek op,
nation at Wallet,
* pa
Went stand on the
station at Wallace p
eldent was due to C
to cross ahead of 12
-I was driving RI
Mated, "and did not
all, I beard a wrote
Jerked ito hoist. to
pad him and then I
lag in the road. WO
Parris Bros.' gnu=
clan was called. Dt
found that the ank
small hone being fr
not a serious Injur
,root feet missed th
-he tried to run a
ahead of my vehich
why 1 pulled to th
- saved the little girl
Ileve."
The child wan at
father's stand and
deftly across the art!
not seen her hut bet
mother's scream ag
lion of the (flinger.

BARfiAINS IN TICKETS
VIA ROCK ISLAND

Closing Out Sale of
Ladies' Oxfords

03IVJOdHO3NI

ANKLE MUNI/

Render

tItlIS.T Id

Phones 370

H. C. HO LLINS
REAL ESTATE

1

YOUR.FIRST THOUGHT
When dwelling on the Plumb
ing or Heating
(ideation is :
Who's the best to see" Ask
your neighbor. Oftener than
not
he will refer you to

E. D. HANNAN
Plumbing, Heating, Gas Fitting

• 132 South Posarth
Ei3tts

334S Kentwaky Ave.

Phoneme 201

AND INSURANCE
No.9 Truseisettrt Ifildt
g.

'

Phone 127

Fans! Fans!
CITY TRANSFER CO. CEILING AND BUZZ FANS
44,111111111111/11111

—See Us For

Now located at

Olauber's Stable.

We are

ready for all kinds of

KLEMM 499
eirMaiimignmeemosossese

hauling.

Foreman Bros. Novelty Co.
121423 N.1Pourt h

Incorporated
t.

4. SUBSCRIBE FOR THE SUN, TEN
C,ENTS A WEEK

-w*-

.
-1,144
.
40114;Wer•Ver.

:414.4 t•

ENINT7 Mr%

PRIMARY BATTLE 115 TO CHICAGO AND RETURN
THE ILLINOIS CENTRAL
V
RAILROAD
LINES SHIFTING GRAND
EXCURSION

.••••••••••••.........•••••,

Clareuee was. swelling weith the de.
eftre•to tell Oakley what be had beard.
He took the part of a pack or cigarettes from his pocket.
"Have one?" be said.
Spide promptly availed himself of his
eOlUpallItiU'd liberality. ,
"Wel), so'lotig," the latter added, -1
got to get back." And a moment later Ruolor That Hager is Aligned
lie might have been seen making his
With McCreary.
way eautiously in the direction of the
VAUGHAN
KESTEFt.
Ely
("Mee, while Spelt. his battered hat
under his arm and the cigarette clutchCopyright. 1901. by Harper f, 'Brothers
ed .in one hand, was skipping 11417
Action of State l'elbleal 11.'
flier Is
across the cornfield toward the creek,
Not Pinto as Nlajoieity May
fonowed by Pink. He was bound for
tauseette
the "Slidg." a swimming hole Ms
mother bad charged him on no account
to visit, L'uder these peculiar circum- stances it was quite impossible for' him
,05akle
-i-I1t-bri lips. .He saw it would
WISIE SINUOWN sTANIts l'AT.
He put the cigarette between his lips to eonsider en) other spot
have been better to have left Ryder and took a deep and tantalizing pull
alone. He felt his emu wealusesa and at it. Spide kept to his own side of the
CHAPTER, Xi.
his inalAtity to force hint against his ditch that ran between the feoce and
out,
AY," ''Tlarenee blurted
will to be fair. He gulped tiowu his the tracks.
Louisville, Aug. 14.-In spite of
"there's going to be a strike!"
anger and chagrin.
scorn.
"Wise's
"Huh:" with infinite
Oakley glanced up from his numerous denials, it is practically cor-'
"I don't we 'what you can gain by •kid? You won't be happy till I come
writing.
tan that 011ie James will announce
stirring up this matter."
over there and lick you!"
"Al'hat's that you are telling me, for governor before this. end of the
"Perhaps you don't."
"First thing( know you'll be stealing Clareneer
week. This statement coulees front
"Aus 1 to understaud you are hostile scrap Iron!"
"I'bere's going to be a strike, Mr.
to the road?"
e
close friends of the big First district
"My gosh! The HutAleberry 'd have Oakley."
"If that Means you, yes. You haven't to stop running if I-swiped a csfh-ffield
'
Dan smiled good umturetily at the congressman, says.; the Post,
helped yoshielf by cowing here as pin!"
That he will receive the support of
buy.
though you erould bully me into sour
Clerence had recourse to the
"I guess that has blown overolCiar- the administration is certain, though
way of thinking. I didn't get much •
and again tipidie was consumed ems'," he said kindly.
his friends declare he will not be the
satiefeetida from my call on yeu, Yos with teetering Jealousies. "Where did
-No, It ain't The men bad a meet- candidate of any fartlon,
let we know you teould attend to your you shoot that snipe anyhow?" he Inlug last night. It wee in
room over
own affairs, and I can attend to mine quired Insultingly.
In McCreary ('atop,
Jack Britt's saloon. I've just bees
just as eastly. 1 hope you appreciate
'The plan adopted Was favored by
Onee more Clarence allowed his tallithe with a fellow who was there.
that."
glance to stray off up the tracks.
Senator McCreary and opposed
by
He told ate."
Den turned on his heel and left the
"For half a cent I'd come across and
"Sit down." said Oakley, pushing • ,Go‘errror Beckham, and the theory
other. cursing lilmeelf for his stupidity do what I say!" added Spide, stooping chair toward
him.
that Auditor Hager tating received
In having given the editor an oppor- down to toil up Me trousers leg and
"Now, what is it?" as soon as be was information that 011ie James was
tunity to get mem
then easing an untested,- "gallus" that seated.
And Clarence, editing his
cut his shoulders. This elicited a abort retie/U.0race, us he saw tit, gave a about to libltDoilnce finally gave up alt
hope of being stile to secure the edni.nelse
grunt
from
contemptuous
and
CHAPTER X.
tolerably truthful aceoust of his conhim- versatiou with Stride. The source of ilttration's support,in the gubernatorial
N the course of the 'text few days elite: He was well released with
informatiou, its general incomplete- race, and with Hines 'etude,' squarely
Dan deeded that there was no self. He felt Spider envy.. It was
dauger of trouble from the hands. sweet‘and satisfying
ness and the frequent dreergences oc- In the McCreary camp with the files
"Say!" with sudden animation. "You casioned by the buy's attempt to inThings settled haek into their ac
of having the support of the MeCreer,
custowed rut. He was only a little less fellers will be going around on your corponite into the narrative a satisfies threw and Haldeman-Vreeland teen
uppers itt a day or to. I'll bet you'd tory reason for his own presence in the
popular. perhups.
bias in Louisillie, which already f..
lie was ludebted to Clarence fur the give a beap to know what 1 know!",
yards. did nut detract tem; Its value
cent
`
t
o
him.
wouldn't
give
a
darned
ions
-"I
fact
first warning he received as to what
in Oakley's estituatiou. The mere
know all yemeknow or ecer will know"' that the men had held a ineethig was
was in store for him.
retorted Clarence* promptly
Mai Rescind Action.
in Itself significant Such a thing was
It eater about in this way. Clarence
"Some people's easily upset here in new to Antioch, as yet usvisited by laFrankfurt, KY., Aug. 14'. The lie
had retired to the yards. where, setapping his brimless cover- bor troubles.
the
cOpole."
cure front observation, he was indulgtion of the state eserutly* cemmittes
ing. "I weekhet want to give you
-What is that you say about my faing in a quiet smoke. furtively keeplag
Saturday evening in turning 'thee the
you
bad
fever.
I
don't
hate
brain
ther?" For be had rather lost track
an eye open for Mee lilatoek. whose
recommendations of Chairman feewis
enough."
of the story and coigne at the sudden
niorenteets were uncertain, as he ktrew
MeQuown Is by no means final. The
"Well, more on. You ain't wanted mention of his father's name.
front sad experience.
around here. It may get me Into troupretest, Its
"Spide aayethey got it In for him. I fu:: committer was not
A high board fence was in front of
ble if I'm seen fooling away my time can't just remember what be did say. Judge Lathing, Will A Young 'and S.
Dim, abutting off the yards front the
OD you,"
It was something or other Grill' Ryder F. Spalding were absent. The Majorlower cad of the town. At his back
"I hope it will," remarked Branyon's knows about him. It's Nutty. but It's
was a freight car, back of that again
with cordial ill v911. clean gone out of my bead, air, Oakley." ity of the committee can at any HIDE. r*,
were the interloping tracts and be- boy. A ogustus,
,iell4 the action taken
Tie was literally bursting with tbe lm
Oakley started.• What could Ryder
yond thesis "a cornfield and Billup's
facts which be porweas- know about his father? What could
portance
of
the
Fork, with its inviting shade of sycaed, and Clarence's indifference gave any one knew?
'
Wenner? Comes .‘targust 1#11.
mores and willows and Its tempting
him no opening.
He was not left long in doubt. The
swittliniug holes.
Richmond, Ky.,' Aug, 14
Senator
'What wJII you bet there ain't a next morning shortly after he arrived
Sudderity be beard a scrambling on
Jas, B. McCreary will open his camstriker
at the office he beard the heavy shut.
the opposite side of the fence, and ten
"I ain't betting this morning," said ding of many feet on the narrow plat- paign in the southwestern part of the
brown angers clutched the tops of the
Clarence blandly. "but If there is one form (mediae his door, and a deputation Aare August l :t Headersou He
boards. then a battered straw hat came
we are ready for it. You bet the hands from the ea-rpenter shop led by Joe 402•••• this afternoon for Park Hill,
on a level with the fingers, at the same
won't catch us napping._ We are ready, rioakesand licaneoa-eotared Use-usess. wheats on -tomorstow-he will eption-nt
tustwor - -e- bate foot--and---teg- e ere
for'emit any time and all the time.
For a Wolnent or so the moon steed In the Confederate reunion. The senator
thrown over the fence, and the owner This. Vivered
with a large air, im- 'abashed sibenee about the door and
also has an appointment to speak it
of the battered straw hat swung him- pressed Spide exteetlIngly.
then moved over to his desk.
self Into view. All this while a dog
the fiermantoeu (Won't) county) fair,
"Have you sent for the militia
Oakley pushed hack his .'hair and as
whined and yelped; then fonovred a a'reettly?" he asked
anxiously.
they approached came slowly to his August 14.
rigorous scratching sound, and present
"That's saying." noting the effect of feet. There was s hint of anger in his
ly a small, dilapidated looking yellow
hie words. "1 can't 00 blabber:1g about, eyes. The whole proceeding N11111(1.'4
Jodie. %ficoostn Mantling "Pal:"
Cur squeezed Reef beneath the fence telling
what the road's up to. but we of insoleace. The men were in theft
Clareirre recognized the intruders. It are
',frankfort. Ky., Aug. Ii -Indite
awake, anti the hands will get it shirt Sleeves and overalls and had as
was Rranyon's boy. Augustus, com- In the neck if they tackle the boss."
Lewis IlleQnown is still 'tattling
their hats, Stokes put up his head and
monly toiled "Apide." because of his
To Clarenee, Oakley was the most took off his hat. The others act-opted "pat," so to speak, on the position hot
exceeding tinniness and the length of auguat
person he had ever known. Lie this as a signal and one after another took Saturday evening at the meeting
his legs, and his dog Intik.
religiously believed his position to he removed theirs Then followed a mo- id the Mate Deino,rat,c ovsittive cornAs teem as Branyon's boy saw Clar- , only second In point of importance and
mentary shuffling as they bunched mItt pe regarding the at ton Of the comeoce be balanced himself deftly on the I power to that of the president of the
closer. Several who looked as if they mittee !n the primary matter.
top of the fence with one bawl and ' Putted States. He was wont to invest
would Just as Soon he somewhere else
"I have soeltitte to add to my stet.-shaded his eyes elaborately with the I hint with purely imaginary attributes
breathed deep and hard. The odic*
other. An amiable, If toothless, smile and to lie about him at • great rate
men' of Saturday evening." he deforee-Kerr. Holt and Miss Waltoncurled his lips. When he spoke it was among his comrades, who were ready
suspended 'their various tasks and clared.
with deep facetiousness.
to credit ary report touching a man stood up so as not to miss anything
"I stated my position at that lime
'HI, come out front behind that roll who was reputed to be able to ride on
that was said or done.
clear*, and do not wish to enter into
of pater!"
the ears without a ticket. Haman
Stokes tout a step forward and clear- any newspaper controversy "
lint Clarence said not a word. He gpandeer had,ho Smite beyond this.
ed his throat as tit to speak. Thee be
"Are you still determined to Insist
puffed away at his cigarette, appar"There was • meeting last night. I looked at his eoutrarlea, who looked
noon ewer resignation!" was asked.'
ently oblivious of everything save the bet you didn't know that." said Spide.
back their encouragement at him.
"I handed In my resignation as
contentment It gave him, and as he
"I heard something of it. Wee your
-We want a word with you. Mr. Oakpuffed Weis mouth worked and wa- father at the meeting. Sphie?" he ask- ley," said be.
It
chairman of the rub-committee.
tered gympatbefleally. His secret ad- ed, droppine his tone of hostility for
has trot been accepted,
, but I stated
"What have you to say?"
miration was tremendous. Here was one of gracious familiarity. The amble
"Well, air, we got a grievaace," be- then that I would not set under the
Clarence tit actual and undistnrbed promptly Maisel the ditch and stood gan Stokes weakly. but Branyou pushniies adopted. and I have nothingi furpossession of a whole cigarette. He at his side.
ed him to one side hastily and took his
had to purchase his cigarettes in par* ."Of course t e old man was. You pla't'e. He e as a stockily built Irish- ther to say on the subject."
nersiiip with some other boy and go 'don't suppose be wouldn't he in it?"
Anierican, with plenty of nerve and a
halves on the smoking of them. It
Cobb for Congrem.
"Oh, well, let 'ern kick. You see the loose tongue The men nudged each
made him feel cheap and common.
boss is ready for 'em," remarked Clar- other. They knew Mike would have
Rfichmond, Ky., Aug. 14. -Hon. J
-Say, got one of them coffin tacks ence indifferently. He wanted to know his say.
Teens Cobb, of this city, who has been
that ain't working?" he inquired. ('jar- what /Miele knew, but be didn't feel
"It's just this. Mr. Oakley: There's at Crub Orchard Springs for the last
MT
up
the
tracks,
Ignoring
once gaged
that he could afford to slum .any spe- a man in the carpenter shop who's got
two weeks, returned Donee today. In
the question and the questioner. cial interest.. "Where you going-swimto get out. We won't work with him
SpIde's presence was balm Os his soul. ming?" he added.
interview, Mr. Cobb said that he
an
no longer!"
But as one of the °Mee forte of the
"Yep." But Spide was not ready to
"That's right." muttered one or ‘wo hal about made up his mind to anBuckhorn and Antioch he felt a cer- drop the fasethatliag subject of the
nounce as a candidate for congress ia
of the men under tbeir breath.
tiOn lefty ream* to he incumbent up- strike. He wished to astonish Clarence,
"Whom do you mean?" asked Oakley, this district.
on him
Betides, be and Spide had who was altogether too towns-lug.
and his tone was tense and strenuous,
man engaged lu a rem/et rivalry the
"The Meeting was to the room over for he knew. There was an awkward
Poppieton's
affections.
It
Is
Shot Top Instead-of Dog,
Shine
true Jack ftritt's saloon." he volunteered.
silence. Branyon fingered his hat a
Ms hod achieved a brilliant seevese over- "I suppose you think we didn't know trifle nervously. At last he said dogShaepenerg, Ky., Aug. 14.-Mrs
hie rival, but that a mere seboolboj. up at the office We got our spies out. gedly
William SetterSold, wife of ei promiebould have ventured to oppoetetim, There ain't nothing the hands can do
nte- 1344 Osoutlataid.1
nent farmer-of the Chestnut Grove
a-salorIed man, hadtriMick him as an'we ain't on to."
neighborhood, this county, got her
unearth/sable Mace of inipertfeence for
Spide wrote his initials in the soft
Notice to Oontractors.
husband's gun this morning to shoot
wni,n there enteld he us excuse.
bank of the ditch with his big toe while
Spell, howe;ver, had taken the mat- be meditated on what he could tell
Bids will be received at the office a mad dog. She let the gun slip and,
ter most ptelmembleally. Ile had rec- nest.
of the city engineer, in time city of Instead of shoiiiing
dog, she Shot
ognIzed.that lin mead leotlope to com"Well, sir, you'd 'a' been surprised if Paducah, Kentucky, up to 3 o'clock, two toes off her right fodt.
pete with a youth who possessed un- you'd 'a' been there."
August 25, 1906, for the construe
Beefed wealth, which he was wining
"Was you there, Spider
tion of about seven (7) miles of
Thomaa Hawkins against steamer
tie layout an ebewing Kum and candy.
combined sanitary and storm water MOille Heuer.
his einerienee being that the sex was
"Oh, come off; you can't stuff me."
sewers, in the city of Paducah. Keastrictly mercenary and incapable of a
Whereas a libel Was filed In the dis"I was, too, there. The Oki lady sent
dialuterested tove. Of course be had
trict court of the 11nl'ed States, for
me down to fetch pap borne. She was tucky.
omit admired Miss Poppleton. From
Plans and specifications will be the western district of Kentucky, at
bed get full. -Joe Stoke was
the crown of her email dark head, with afraid
on Me in the engineer's office, in the Paducah on the 14th day of limpid,
there,
and
Lou
Bentick
and
a
whole
its tightly braided "pigtails," down to
slew Of others, and Griff Ryder."
'city of Paducah, Kentucky, after flu- 1806, by Thomas Hawkins vs. steamer
her trim little foot be bad esteemed
her as wholly adorable; but, after all, Clarence gasped with astonishment. me 15, 1906 A rertifled Check of Monte Bauer, her engines, tackle, *phands."
$1,000 must accompany each and ieties!, furniture, etc., end owners, a'Ith affair of the heart had been an af- "Why. be Ain't sew of the
"Well, he's on their side."
fair of the winter only. With the comevery bid.
leafing in auhetance that slid %wearier
"What
you
Ening nor
ing of summer he had found more seThe city reserves the right to re was Indebted to 'him In the sum of
"Say, they are going to make a stiff
rtous things to think 15f. H. was
Jeri any and all bid.
three hundred end seven dollars. for
learning to swim and to chew tobaceo. kirk on old man Oakley workina In the
D. A. YEISER, Mayor,
wages, a-nd that tome has never been
The mastering of these accomplish- shops. They got it in for hint go-s1 and
Strong." H. pottage to weigh the efPaducah, KY., August 4, 1906.
paid, end prays _Koreas against said
meats pretty will occupied Ids time.
fect of abl* and then went onwrapielly:
he repeated. "got auother?"
steamer Monte Bauor and that the
Still Clarence blinked at the time* "He's done something. Ryder knows
same may be condemned and sold to
Jail Breakers Thewarted.
stinlieliewbich daneeel on the rails and about it. tie told nay ohl man and Joe
pay mid claim, 'with cote and expense'.
An
attempt
to
bleak
through
the
Stokes.
They
say
he's
got
to
get
out.
said mthIng. Softie and skillfully down
No*, therefore, in pursuance to the
lines
around
the
jail
at
Barbourville
from libit perch hut his manlier had un- What's a eouvieted criminal anyhow?"
court, to
"What do you want to know that for, was made Saturdae night and
teie monition under "ea' of said
dergone a change.
"Who throwed that snipe away any- Spitler questioned the artful Clarenee, pickets fired on the intruder; but hit me directed I do hereby give public
notice to all persons calming said
how?" be atiked disdainfully. Clarence with great presence of mind.
no one.
"Well, that's ,what old man Oakley Is.
turned his eyes slowly in his directiote
steamer Mottle Belief, or in any way
"Lootiee here. You teritse;s dbot to 1 heard Ryder say so myself, and pap
interested therein, that they be end
Killed in iViteeltington.
keep out of these ;eel* or I'll tell Mc- and Joe Stokes Just kicked themselves
afilienc before the district cottrt of the
Ray
Patton,
aged
fifteen
years,
of
of
you
some
kDOW
because
they
SOP
noticed
First
badu't
It
before,
CltnfoelL
United States In the city of Paducah
kids will be getting run over, anti I suppose, My.. but they were hot! Columbus, Ind , was killed by being
Ky
• on or before the 3rd day of Sepi
lively
a
set
up
*ill
Bay, you'll see Pen tomorrow. I should run beer ot a train In Washington, D
then your folks
eeteeee teog at III o'clock It. 111., of
isa_r_1,.. Oet on out! It ain't no place , act 1st surprised lf they Sent you all C,

The Manager
Of the B.0.A.
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"COAST LINE.
To IN/rACIC I N AC"

Tuesday, August 21
Tickets good for going passage on

SPECIAL TKAIN
Leave Paducah
" Maxon" Kevil .
" La Center
" Barlow__ ,
ArriveChicago

9:30 a.
• 9:53 5. m.
to: to a. m,
........10:21 a. 111
.........10:30 a

ILI,

8.3o w

Returning, tickets will be good mi all
Regular Trains leaving Chicsato to and
incite:nog Wednesday, Augost 29H3, tacept Fist Mail Train leaving Chicago
2:50 a. tn.
Under no circuinstences will •longer
Hunt be given ou the re:urn portion of
these Excursion Ticket..
Further particulars of

J. T. DONOVAN,
litie1 Agent Illinois Central R. R. ['until Ky.
W. H. BRILL. Div Pass. Agt , Si. Lows
A. N. HANSON,
S. G. HATCH,
Pass. traffic •,
fes Put AO
•

ill.

Cam, 4

SPEND YOUR VACATION
• ON THE GREAT LAKES
Traveling via 11 t, C
means the enjoyment 01 all tio•
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DETIttliTelk CLEVELAND NAV.CO.

SMITII
NAG EL

For Quick

Wall Papering

Druggists
Fourth and Broadway

XVANIIIVILLIC,
PADUCAH
CAIRO LINE.

- -AND

Decorating, !louse
Painting and Picture Framing you
should phone 1513.
We db your work
quick, do it cheap,
do it goo.i.

(Incorporated.)

zvaaavIlle

•

1W1Eite

(Dellg_ietpt Sunday I
steenegliTik) Polder and John S
Hopkins, leave Paducah for IC• Atte
ville and way landings at 11 a. m.
Special excursion rate now in effect from Paducah to Evansville and
return, $4.00. Elegant music on the
boat. Table unsurpassed.

SANDERSON & CO.
Plane 1513

428 Ironies,

ITTEA.hIET, DICK FOWLER
braves Paducah for Cairo and way
lindings at 8 a m sharp, daily except Sunday. Special exruslon rates
now in effect from Paducah to Cairo
and return, wtth or without meals
and room. Good music and table um
sarpassed.
For further information pply to
S. A. Fowler, General l'asa. Agent, or
Given Fowler, City Pass. Agent, at
Fowier-Crumbaugh & Co's atm
Both phones No. 33.
WT. LOUIS AND TENNINSEM
RIVER PACKITT COMPANT
FOR TENNESSEE RIVWR.

COLUMBIA DRY CELLS
$3.00 Per Doz,

STEINER CLYDE
Mien Paducah for Tennesitee Mewl
Every Wednesday at 4 p. m.
A. W. WRIOR1'
?dente'
ZUGENSI ROBINSON
Clerk
This company Is not responsible
/Or invoice charges unless collected
by the clerk of the boat.

11111 L. WEIL I Cl)
CAMPBELL BLOCK
Telephones: Office, 369; Residence, yell

INSURANCE

„.•

An

rittosa
hilMiturts

FRESH STOCK -JUST IN

S. E. MITCIIELLI
326.32e4 S. Third St.
New
se.-TM a

NEW STATE HILL
D. A. Bailey, Prop,

MErROPOLIS, ILL.

Newest and best hotel In the city
MEN AND WOMEN, Rates 12.00. Two large sample
Uto fit5 11" for minatarsi
Bath rooms. RlectrIc
die.bstawManomumtious, rooms,
irvitstlinss or stairations
of mucous nambrans. lIgnts. The Only centrally located
Potpies', sad sot aatria•
gent or poisonous.
'total in the city. ,,,
gold by mresseiefee
er
plats wrapper
te *sorsa" pe•pant, tut
III fa. or h aller tan.

Caimaraial Patronage Isile.ta•

DRAUGHON'S

their claims and to make their allegations in that behalf.
GEO. W. 1,0Ntl, I', S. M. W K
By WADE BROWN, Deputy,
(Incorporated,)
Bagby Ilk Martin Proctors for libelPOISCAN,112-311
MPH/
lant.
27-Colleire• el 16 states. 1101117100111 se
eared or nionercitnet1NDED. Also leads •s,
melt_ Cali
e will mashie* yele last
Utautab*We le T P. ansiT, call or seed
The Towne Wonder
Curse alt kidney, bladder and rheumatic troubles; sold by J. H. Oehlschlaeger, 601 Broadway, Dr I W
Hall, office ISIS Olive serest, It
Itasered Is Third sad Csaticky
boa* No.

guarmi4Faiktied•

Beau Mammen, Jr.
Rook Binding, Bank Work, Legs

isiroallieVie The See.

sod Library Work a specialty

•
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rue*

.-"..,"•-•••••••••••,•-•-•
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PAM MOM

MOTHER'S Si
SAVES HI

INSURANCE LAWS MAYOR A WITNESS
ARE, OBNOXIOUS IN POLICE COURT

Our August

Clearance Sale

t'ruel Hoofs Abou
Little (irk

Report of Committee of The Fails to Respond When Case
American Bar.
is Called.
,./

Tried to Crows Pike
George boils** II
He Drew

ANKLE HOUND

More People Interested in This Sort Arrested Two Men for Fighting in
of iasiosorion Than Lu
Pool R4,01,1 u,, Fourth Street
Any Otber.
Saturday.

Our Annual
August Clearance Sale o
Furniture

M

ARMST110\ii RESOLUTIONS BAD SEVERAL DEEEN'DANTN TRIED,
A mother's scream
her three-year-old d
lace park station la
o'clock, when Mr. I
Kolb ?ere driving
The little girl, Our
ham Greek, west dir
the horse's hoofs as
not seen her when
cries of the mother,
riglytnankle ass inj
bone being brokett
able to be op but the
In splints.
William Greek og
tuition at %Vallecas pe

Omaha, Neb., August , 14. —The
Mayor Yeiser did not know until alreport of the committee on Insurance ter polite court was adjourned this
laws of the American Bar associa- morning bow near he came to befog
tion, to be made at the convention of "attached." The feet that no WILD the association which meets in St. wow, had been served on His Honor
Paul August 19 to 31 was made pub- alone saved him from the humiliation
lic today by R. W. Breckenridge, of an attachment
chairman of the committee.
Mayor Ye.ser Saturday bard • dins
After giving figures to show the turbance itt the "Stag" blitard and
immensity of the insurance business pool parlors. Messrs
Bob Hicks.
Iii the United States the report says: manager, and Rodney Pewe were about
"More people therefore are con- to fight. flicks had struck Pews and
cerned with insurance than any oth- the mayor placed the two under ac
er Institution in modern life and the rest This morning be was absent
public interest in insurance is in- from cdort when the case was called
The star weasels being absent, the
tense: but the almost universal ignorance with regard to it and prteci- court realised the case multi not he
ides upon which it is based has made tried.
possible. through legislation, ostenAn investigation of the matter desibly supervisory5 but actually de- veloped that the mayor bad riot been
atructive in tendency a great menace formally suomoned. He was loouglit
to the interests of the policybolaers from III. °Mee in tare city ball to the
and they have suffered through mis- cousv room and for tbe first time in
judgment and dishonesty of the com- years His Honor was an ocrukint of
pany's officials and through the in- the witness chair. Hicks was tined
competence of the majority of the and costs and Pew. dismissed. The
state insurance departments.
• quarrel resulted from a gain, of pool.
''The most conspicuous legislative
Other cases were: Las Perkins, Wuunwisdom is foiled in the bills pre- eat Walker. breach of pease. cos t npared by the Armstrong eonamittee tied: II•rank ,Jefferson, colored, disorand passed by the New York leglita- deriy conduct, $25 and costa; Wili
Raynoids, coiored, breaek at °vitiator*
lute."
Jug DIvideads • Mesaire..
$5 and costs Charies Bryant, Frank
The opinion is expressed In the re- Green, breach of peace, $5 sad costs
port that the
.of enor- against Green and cantiourid SI to

meat stand on the I
station at Wallace
cident was due to A
to eross ahead of
"I was driving to
stated. "aud did nail
all. I heard a wog
jerked toy horse to.
ped him and then
ing In the road. Wit
Parris Bros.' geoeg
caul %la called I)
found that the anl
small hone being ft
not a serious InjuI
front feet missed ii
she tried to run
•sh*tit of my veltlel
why I pulled to t$
saved the little girl

.

mous dividends Is responsible for the
corruption developed in the conduct
of life insorance companies.,
The government supervision of Insurance companies is urged as a
necessity but burdensome taxes levied against companies by various
states are declared to be unjustifiable and that these taxes which are
said to amount to $25.000,000 a
year_are ultimately paid hiihw
cy hoidens

not seen her bnt he
mother's scream as
:ion of the danger.

0.01-

I n Pot
owners in This CI
Oe circuit 111

What the Kitty
poultice plasteit al
the circuit du not
eat in the league
mean another job
„The Kitty leagt
and this fact can
the receipts of the
not drawing, and
er team In the It
probably leading
that lo not saying
It Is tipped, an
that, that there

league next seaso
unofficially that '1
who, holds the sit
will not be In tin
The inveinnent:
te
In Vineeenes, eve
team. In Paducah
ry
Teti morning ti
know siateri tha
. after this mason
lion of Profesot°T
,cab bail enthusla
deep enough Into
team to live, and '
of "dig" for he
sport for be last
tact the total far
It a paying prop*
September will
.and with it the to
less be planted. 'I
and after Prolue
treated to a rest
it may be that es
get Into the gam
It looks like
Deck of King
tor some time to
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Deeds Filed.
M. J. Friedman to the

Paducah
Light and Power company, propert

ent company, Is supposed to charge,

F. N.Gardner,Jr.
Company
114.116 South Third Street

C. J. ABBOTT
WILL RETURN TO PIM CAR

FIGHT
Al AT CITY

SCALES

CAUSES E

HIS OWN REQUEST.
Killed by His Wife.
—
(ITEMENT AT HALL.
Toronto, Kau, Aug. 14.--John
ance facilities which will enable you
to react fifty infliqrtr - people trim Donohue, a wealthy farmer, was sh t
and kiiled at his home, near Csay-v1:4e Several
Your home .
Changes Are to He Made In Jailer Tom Evens HAS Occasion
last night by hie ate whom be had
atm
Call
for further information.
Offices of America* ii'spress
Lee His Fists on a Ma
Donknife.
butcher
a
attacked
with,
EAST .TENNESSEE. TELEPHONE
Compani.
('aloe(watinued.
ohue was 70 years of age. Mrs Dont,
COMPANY.
ohue has not yet been arrested.
and provide In addition, long dist-

Radnor Damaging Crops.
Hickmap, Ky.. August 14. —
There have been heavy rains every
day for the last eight drys; so much
rain, that the ground is too wet to
help the crops. The weeds and gram
have taken a new growth, and the
crops are damaged 'somewhat.

Several rhanges affee4g Ridecab are to be made in the American
Express company. Mr,C. .74 Abbott,
formerly route agent here, hut now
In charge of the Nashville offfter, will
be given his old ,place. and M, WIl11am 0.
kho has had the\route
agency here,.ill be transferred to
Nashville. The) change Is to be Lade
Feudist Found Dead.
Win the next few weeks. Mr. Abbott's
iild it-imboro, Ky. Aug. I4.—The health would not stand the confinebody. of Abner Jones, said to hav.e ment of the Nashville office and, he
been a member of Frank Ball's gahg, was tninaferred to Padu*Cah at tau,
was found yesterday evening neer the dare request.
scene of the recent battle between Ball

Care of the Nails
Cannot possibly be *mom
plisbed unless you have the
proper manacure tools and
use the approved brands of
polish and powders. We have
recently received the most
complete assortment of manecure requisites ever shown in
Western Kentucky. Would
be pleased to have you inspect them, as we feel confident von will find some article in the assortment that
you need,
Bri nil Us Four
Preseriptiona

FALL ON (3

mosolto

This range has matey points of
excellence that wi.l appeal to any
housekeeper. It is large and
roomy, the body is tnade of a
beautiful even-colored blue steel,
thoroughly lined with the heaviest
asbestos mill bognisuitable to g've
long service; all the nickel parts
are way ranted to be of the highest
quality; the fire box is fully ventilated, admitting a tree circulation
of air at all points, creating perfect
combustion, thus bearing out our
claim, that it will do the work
with one-half less fuel than other
makes of (ranges. We guarantee
this range tc bake satisfactorily or
your money back.
This handsome gliding Settee
with canopy top Is a splendid addition to the lawn in summer and
the porch in winter, enameled red
or green. and can be converted
into a hammock in a second They
must he seen to be appreciated
Solid Oak Sideboards at $to no
These Sideboards are enude of
toilet Indlara' oak, well finished,
wi'h large plate glass mirror. See
our line before you buy.
Cur line of B)okcases aq,d China
Closets is complete, 'with all steles
and finishes. See the Globe Wer•
niche B,okcases; they arethe best.
We have a number of nice odd
pieces, upholstered in leather and
velour, price $2 50,

e

TIC/

fieveii

As the result •
lug his knee on
home, Eleveath
Clint IINaz, the

Michael Bros., I
home today. Poi

McPherson's Drug Store

'aired to culla U.

Ferri lid
•

Alf

hallway

and the Kentucky officers
Whist!
The

1

his
chanfleur (examining
watehl—The machine went ever a
mile that last militate.
The timid passenger—I -went °vet
my whole life.--September Smart Set
Miss Aline Beaumont, of Mayfield,
stoat Ike day In the city visiting Miss
Willman& Janes.

•

Quality Steel Ranges

Bryant.

on North Second street, $75.
Mrs. J. Sander to Mrs Agues M
Garlgal, property at Tenth and Ohio
streets, for former transfer.
Mrs. J. Sander to Mrs. Lizzie Bonasopesia- at Tenth and Onio
streets, for a former transfer of WO
Mrs. .1 &slider to Mrs Mary Mcand
In die Eleventh.
Garlgat property near Tenth
Knox county will be deluged with Ohio streets, for a former transfer
orators during the coming week. and
Helen Hecht to Josephine Warta,
meetings in the Interest of Edwards property on Flournoy street. $300.
and White, rival oandidates for tne
Gip Husbands to B T. Stades,
Republican nomination for congress property in the county, $200.
in the Eleventh district, w1:1 be held
Geo. C. Hughes to S. W. Massey,
daily.
property in the county, $750.
Sander to Henri-. B. SanMrs.
der. property at Tenth and Ohio
N(MCE.
streets, for a former tnaster of land.
Stephen Wurth
Llet of new .ubscriheni added by the
to John Wurth.
East Teruseseee Telephone (Join.' property In the county $450.
, p•ay Today:
593-3 - Overstreet, Neal, Res.,
Turkleh Sultan le Better.
Constantinople, August 14.— it he
illekleville Road
593-I—Stewart, C , Res , Hinkle- stated that the sultan passed a good
night and that his condition this
rills Road.
:135—West Ky. Coal Co., C. M. morning is somewhat improved.
reluctance to submit
to treatment
lindid, Mgr, 2nd apt' Ohio.
593-4—Graves, W. H,, Res, Hin- has hitherto complicated the situa•
kleville Road.
tion but one of the palace doctors
3695—tireen, Carrie, Res, 504 has Induced him to allow the empi.o).
Elisabeth.
ment of a simple appliance which
2693—Mason J. IC., Res., 26I0 S. gave immediate relief. The doctor in
6th
recognition of his service has been
Like other commodities telephone promoted to the rank of general.
service should be paid for according
Indiana Visit Kings
to its worth and value.
London, Aug. 14.—Three Canadian
We have in the cityover 3,000
subscribers or five times as many as Indian chiefs, in lister pleturemus
the Independent company, outside dress, were received by King Edward
the city and within the county we at Buckingham palace today. The In
have 63 times as many subscribers as diens came to plead for the reatoratiod
the Independent company. Yet we of their hunting righter and certain rev
will place a telephone in your resi- tiles custom* which have been curtailed
dence at the same rate the Independ- by the Dominion government

THIS YEAR
Kir

VIN(IENNES

Has been going on now for-one week. W.are offering some
especially low prices during this sale, in, order to clean up
our stock and.make room for our immense fall stock of Furniture and Housefurnishings, which is beginning to arrive.
Come now and get the pick of many good things AT A
GREATLY REDUCED PRICE. Your credit isgoost here.

:5

• neve."
The child was, st
father's stand and
denly across the ate

No More Protest

EVENTS/1 SII/4

Bulgarians and Greeks Fighting,
Bona, Aug. I4.---Advices' were received here today from Ahlo:u, whet'.
the Greeks and Bulgarians have time
fighting, to the effect that a large part
of the town has been burned', Toe
Greek Metropolitan perished In tee
flames.

Oahe Fletcher, colored, was off!inale. towards Dr. J. W. PendleY, at
the city !wales yesterday afternoon'
late and the physician struck ttim.'
Dr. Pendley started for his buggy;
when Fletcher threw
a brick and,
struck the doctor. Fletcher ran and
Dr. Pendley followed a short distance. The cries of "murder" and
"stop the assassin " attracted a
crowd which gave chase.
Fletcher was frightened and was
caught on South Third street near
Broadway. He was taken to the city
hall and given protection.

•

A TIP
See -Bradley Bros.
About Your Winter supply
of

-COA L Sale agents for the old reliable
Cartersville, Ill.,
washed nut and egg coal.

Telephone 339

•

striking Swain Townsend,

Race War's Fatal Remits,
Swain Townsend, while drinking,
Is alleged to have slapped the adoptNew Philadelphia,
O. Aug. 14.Deputy Sheriff Baker,
In a race war
ed son of, City Jailer Tom Evetts.
between two gangs of
Detective Will Baker is now a
Jailer Iffiretts sought Townsend out
Armenian and Italian
taborets at aomdenote sheriff and is working at erdale
and.administered a few punt hes with
lam night Tony
Brand was
Wallace park in the place of Deputy
killed, Charles Anthony
his fists. This occurred in the city
fatally injured
Sheriff T. J. Moore, who is 114 at
and teveral others sarlonaly
hall immediately following the arhurt ReRiverside hospital.
volvers, shotguns and rums
rival of the negro.

were freely used, John Stork, an
Frakes and childreor This morning the negro's case was
Armenian.
Is
Marriage Licenses.
14
Jail here charged with
have gone to Sitawneetown, Iii., tt, continued. No warrant was teamed
Murder is
Greyer Cleveland Rawer. 21 years the first
degree,
and
Valley
it against City Jailer Tom ECUs for
. l........ ...
old, and /CUD' AVM) n years old.
Aliii
,IS
charged with illicit's& a riot, Copt . te
Mrs. Nick

'Aka

